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Building the (Hybrid) Workplace of the Future
By Christopher Jaynes, PhD, CTO & Founder, Mersive

When the world packed
up their offices and moved
home last March, the big
question was, ‘How are
we going to make this
work?’ Many organizations
rethought processes,
systems, and collaboration
for the new work-fromhome (WFH) world. And,
largely – through a combination of preference or pure
necessity – adapted to the new circumstances. But
they also made a lot of discoveries – what worked
well, what didn’t. Challenges became opportunities
and we in the AV/IT community thought deeply about
our work environment and what this forced, largescale WFH experiment would mean for the future
of work. Now that many businesses are welcoming
employees back to the office, the big question is
still – ‘How will we make this work?’ What does the
workplace of the future look like?

and what does collaboration look like among in-office
and remote teams?

For many, the pandemic has forever changed our
relationship with the workplace. In a world where we
can work from anywhere, what is the role of the office,

These very notions gave rise to the emergence of
the ‘hybrid workplace’ – this concept that we can
work and be productive from anywhere, and that the
workplace should support both in-office and remote
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Defining the Hybrid Workplace
The pandemic forced us to really think about
the purpose of the workplace. How we use our
spaces. How we collaborate, and even when we
don’t need to collaborate – when we need the right
space and environment for some focused, headsdown, independent work. While the ideas aren’t
new, the pandemic put a spotlight on the concept
of synchronous vs. asynchronous work, and that
different types of spaces support different types
of work. This seems obvious when you say it, but
the last year has driven us to really focus on these
concepts and what they mean for how we design
and use our workplaces; how we enable our workers
to be their most productive through the flexibility and
personal choice to determine where and how they
can best accomplish a particular type of work.
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workers on an equitable basis. This is substantially
different from the remote work of the past, where
there was no great impetus to go out of the way to
accommodate a remote worker when the majority of
the workers were in the office. This is changing.
The emerging hybrid workplace is placing a much
greater emphasis on user choice, flexibility, and
bringing an equitable experience to those in the
office and those working remotely. This means
that our workplace, our meeting spaces, and our
technology need to support a dynamic environment
of users that are working in multiple locations, many
of whom will transition between spaces based upon
their roles, responsibilities, and even day-to-day
tasks.
Enabling Hybrid Collaboration
For many organizations and individuals, the hybrid
workplace model will largely feature the office as
a collaboration center for group productivity and

the home as a place for individual productivity
that requires focus and isolation. This is a very
generalized view though, and depending on
circumstances, home environments, personal work
preferences, and responsibilities, there will be a
number of reasons workers may choose to work from
the office, home, or another location. This means
that collaboration will need to be a focus beyond
the office. The remote collaboration experience will
be equally as important as the in-person meeting
experience.
Successful hybrid collaboration will mean a focus on
the user experience for all users. The technologies
that we create and deploy will need to offer a
seamless and intuitive workflow for the more dynamic
nature of the hybrid workplace. In the office, this
will mean flexible, touchless, software-based user
interfaces.
We’ve all spent the pandemic using ‘Bring Your Own
Meeting’ (BYOM) from our own laptop to start calls

AOTO was selected as LED screen technology
supplier by Outernet Global for its ﬁrst installation, Outernet London, a new multifunctional
immersive media and entertainment district in
the heart of London.

23,000sq.feet Immersive LED Display
High stability AOTO LED Solutions

The concept is challenging and unique. The
‘almost outdoor’ complex features three immersive spaces surrounded by LEDS. The space
called ‘Now’ showcases a complete ﬂoor to
ceiling, 360-degree wraparound, 8K canvas
giving the room over 150 million pixels and setting the record as the World’s largest screen.

Advance 64K LED Control &
Processing System
Creative Structure Design
Turn-key Solution

AOTO’s Turn-key solution display perfectly integrates with the venue design adding the sense
of beautifully attractive and seamless technology. Outernet partnered with AOTO for the
most advanced LED technology to deliver its
impressive media hub. Viewed by almost half a
million sets of eyes per week, the AOTO display
technology is mission critical and 24/7 in a
challenging environment open to moisture
and dust, London trafﬁc and construction.
Always innovating, AOTO developed a 64K
controller for the project. Driving through the
accepted norm of multiple 2K controllers,
AOTO transformed the display management
process to upscale operational efﬁciency.
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Outernet Global’s Chief Technology Ofﬁcer,
Mike Whittaker, claims, “We spent a long time
looking for the right partner and we were lucky
to ﬁnd that partner in AOTO.”
/AOTO Electronics

led@aoto.com

www.aoto.com
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and collaborate with colleagues – we’ve become
familiar with that experience, and we are good at it.
We love to use the devices that we are familiar with
and we are now all familiar with the user experience
of a laptop-driven conferencing call. Asking users to
return to the workplace and stop using their laptop
– in lieu of a reduced experience/feature set and an
unfamiliar workflow – is taking a step backwards.
Enabling an intuitive BYOM workflow in every type of
meeting space will accelerate us into a better future
where we can use our laptop to make calls and
launch meetings with sophisticated room video and
audio.
It’s becoming increasingly clear that traditional
vendor-locked room systems will not support the
needs of a dynamic workplace that functions on
flexibility and personal choice. By replacing the
dedicated room system hardware with a system
that can be run from user devices, BYOM systems
provide a solution that is more intuitive and familiar
to users, as well as more flexible and cost-effective
to deploy, allowing integrators and admins to install
them in any space and more easily scale their
deployments. Flexibility in how rooms are configured
has become even more important with the hybrid
workplace and the ability to standardize and drive
technology to enterprise adoption means that the
solution must be cost effective.
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Building the Hybrid Workplace with Data
Workplace analytics will also be a key piece of the
puzzle in determining how organizations build their
hybrid workplaces, allowing AV/IT administrators
and integrators to be more predictive as they better
understand how people are using meeting spaces.
Advanced UC analytics will enable administrators
to ‘see around the corner’ – providing meaningful
insights into how people are returning to work and
how they are using the rooms. What devices are
workers using? What conferencing services do
they prefer? What meeting spaces get the most
use? Collecting meaningful metrics on meetings,
room use, occupancy, and preferences is critical to
understanding, creating, and optimizing our spaces
in the hybrid workplace.
The Workplace of the Future
The hybrid workplace model is not a singular
workplace model, but a flexible model that each
organization will mold to fit their own needs to
support a distributed workforce. As organizations
navigate how to best support their workers, flexible
software-based technologies such as BYOM
solutions will help to more effectively connect and
engage in-office and remote teams, and integrated
workplace analytics
will enable
organizations to
better understand
and optimize
these dynamic
environments.
mersive
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Exploring New Possibilities in Technology Experience
Two ProAV industry veterans formulate new AVC enterprise to pursue
entrepreneurial excellence
By Ram Bhavanashi

India, as a nation, never fails to fascinate, even in the
face of a ‘disruptive pandemic.’ Even as the industry
dynamic got off-track with the COVID-19 derailing its
impressive growth wagon, the resilient activism found
ways of pursuing its dynamic ways forward. One
of the many signals is the birth of AudViC Solutions
Private Limited, set up by two industry veterans
Biplob Saha and Deepak Gracias.
SI Asia caught up with the Founding and Managing
Partners of the initiative to know more about their new
journey. Excerpts:
SI Asia: You both had very enterprising careers
before this big initiative. What made you decide
on this initiative?
DEEPAK: We both have worked in the industry
for over 25 years now; been there since the era of
Analogue systems, and witnessed the transformation
from Analogue to Digital. The journey surely has
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been enjoyable, with lots of good memories. While
we traversed it all, we also noticed how technology
has begun changing rapidly, particularly in
recent times, creating newer levels of technology
experiences, and so are the demands. It is that urge,
(our passion) for conceptualising new ideas, and
visualizing new possibilities with latest technology
innovations, coupled with our combined experience
complementing each other, led us to formulating
AudViC Solutions Private Limited.
BIPLOB: Today, we witness more and more
advanced technologies, fuelled by an increased
demand- especially from the corporate and
education sector for feature-rich, interoperable audio,
video and control systems that can achieve complex
tasks and yet ensure ease of operation. AudViC’s
ideation is to address that requirement, while
exploring new opportunities in the domains of Audio,
Video, and Control.

JULY 2021

INTERVIEW
SI Asia: We notice AudViC is set up as a very
comprehensive package of solutions with design
and integration as well for audio, video, and
control….
BIPLOB: Yes. It’s admittedly an integrated solutions
ensemble. Having done all that in different measures
for all these years, vis-à-vis the market direction and
dynamics, we felt we needed the kind of an entity we
ideated now.”
Indian market is nothing short of global markets; we
have known and seen how expansive and diverse it
is. Corporate segment has long evolved to build their
own banquet halls and town halls, besides training
and meeting rooms as also auditoriums and fitness
centres requiring dedicated AV environment. On
the other hand, Education segment is now more of
a ‘connected classrooms,’ and Convention centres
and theatrical venues are demanding integrated
packages.
All these facilities and, and more so with sporting
venues and houses of worship require speciality
acoustics and sound masking, BGM, paging and
PAVA, remote monitoring and control automation.
With 25-year experience journeying through all that,
AudViC is ideated with a four-essential expertise –
addressing a wide spectrum of the industry – such
as:
•
•
•
•

IT-centric visual collaborative solutions
AVIT system design solutions
Advanced technical services, and
System programming and calibration

DEEPAK: We had been admittedly into Pro AV all
through. As we proceed further in time, we would
want to expand to Home segment as well.
SI Asia: You set up the company in a very testing
time and environment. How challenging or
exciting you find it?
DEEPAK: We knew it would be challenging for
conducting business; there were indeed challenges
relating to registration processes and associated
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compliances during the lock-down time. However,
we are also certain that this phase will pass. Viewing
it from a positive angle, we saw a huge advantage
to use this time productively to focus on strategy,
structure and set in motion processes required for
our business. We sort of persevered to accomplish
our goal.”
BIPLOB: “There was indeed a bit of uncertainty last
year. We, however, stand better informed now about
the ‘new normal.’ On a positive note, the pandemic
time has brought with it new possibilities, and
introduction of newer features to adapt with. We are
excited at the variety of opportunities to design and
develop systems that work smart and adapt well to
the current times, even as they pave the way for the
future.”
SI Asia: How confident are you on the timing of
the initiative at this moment- when the industry
dynamic is disrupted like never before?
BIPLOB: We understand opportunities and market
demand does not fade away; there may be a delay in
procurement but that, we see only a phase, and it will
pass off once companies begin to breathe free of the
pandemic. In fact, most international markets have
already been springing back to normal. We too will,
soon.
DEEPAK: We started off with a clean slate; so no
losses no liabilities, the only way is an upward trend.
SI Asia: How do you intend to take it further, given
the predicaments of kind, all around?
BIPLOB: Like a famed quote of management – ‘It’s
not the strongest of the species that survives; nor
the most intelligent, but the one, most adaptive
to change’ – our strategy is to stay adaptive to
change. For a simple reason that there is no onesingle formula to success, especially during crises
like the current pandemic. It’s adapting to change,
making decisions best suited for that time, necessary
modification(s) in strategy through the process will
be our way of adapting to change. Our primary focus
is ease of business with our partners and happy
customers.
JULY 2021
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SI Asia: How about the team strength,
competencies and wherewithal to do that?
DEEPAK: Biplob comes with enormous sales
experience in the AV Industry, and that adds high
value in building market intelligence. At the risk
of sounding a bit gloating, my standing in the
technology domain is a self-explanatory profile. We
make a very ideal combination forming a front end
and back end strengths of AudViC, and we believe it
will be a winning combination too for our customers.
We do understand the matrix in between, connecting
the front and back ends; and we are looking at
expansion of our team with required skillsets and
technical expertise. At this moment, our focus is on
collaborating with our associates to plan for project
executions with specialised technical support
resources in the area of AVIT.

JULY 2021
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SI Asia: Given your exposure to Asian/global
markets, how would you rate the competency of
Indian market vis-a-vis Asian/global markets to
recover faster and join the global league?
BIPLOB: On March 31 this year, the World Bank
said India's economy has bounced back amazingly
from the COVID-19 pandemic, and predicted 202122 GDP growth to be 10.1 per cent. Then came the
second wave that adversely affected the GDP. It only
meant that if India did not experience the second
wave of coronavirus, we would have already been on
our best normal.
On the other hand, we had faced many situations in
the past, and have always emerged stronger. We are
known for our resilience, and adaptability to change,
and chart our own winning ways.
DEEPAK: While the pandemic was never foreseen
to have such a deep and drastic impact on the
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way we live and conduct business, our resilience
and adaptation too came too strong and quickas demonstrated by schools and colleges, and
remotely-managed businesses via virtual platforms.
Technology, and adaptation tools have always
evolved to meet the human requirement. Adaptation
to change is not a hurdle; it’s a choice, instead.
Hence, I would say India definitely proves equal, if
not better, in terms competency.
SI Asia: Would you be able to do a snappy SWOT
(strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats) analysis for India?
DEEPAK: Strengths- India’s greatest strength is
its workforce, with the ability to evolve into skilled
workforce. The country possesses a vast majority of
educated youth who are willing to learn and excel.
That’s an indomitable strength.
Weakness- Extremely price-sensitive market that
compels solution suppliers to give average (on low
margins) solutions in place of advanced solutions
available on market.
Opportunity- All said, India continues to be one of
the most promising and developing economies, with
large market cap offering sizeable place for every
player.
Threat- Uncertainty of kind- political, pandemic,
and others of varying nature and geography. That
compels businesses to operate at the minimum.
Several plans of development had to either cancel or
postpone due to reasons of uncertainty thus creating
a threat to growth.
SI Asia: Given all that what, segment/vertical you
think is more promising (high growth), and more
challenging (high risk)?
BIPLOB: The medical, e-commerce and technology
sectors have been making a steep growth. These
industries have evidently adapted to change;
embraced technology; and developed skilled
workforce leveraging the opportunities thrown up
by the very same pandemic. However, if the current
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opportunities would be consistent post-pandemic
too, is yet to be seen.
SI Asia: What technology format you believe will
drive Indian AV market ahead the most?
DEEPAK: We see a wide acceptance of SaaS
(software as a service)-based platforms globally.
This will also mean true for India as most MNCs will
want consistency across their footprints globally.
One of the greatest benefits of SaaS is that the
vendor manages the bulk of the work so that the IT
department can focus on more important things.
Evidently, AV industry is migrating towards this SaaS
platform. Zoom, Microsoft Teams and Google Meet
are just the start. A lot of promise appears in the
offing.
SI Asia: As long-time associates with OEMs,
what's your take on the ‘make-in-India/made-inIndia’ notion? why it hasn't taken off the way it
was intended?
BIPLOB: Make in India is a good initiative. However,
considering the WTO-induced trade protectionism,
coupled with the uncertainty in the global economy,
it seems it needs more time and space to evolve
to shape. Actually, it requires a clear vision, high
Capex, skilled workforce, experienced leaderships,
best raw material, infrastructure, and constant
innovation. If any thing is missing means we get
stuck at the point.
DEEPAK: To understand how to move from being
stuck to unlock, is the key. It might require a holistic
perspective, and not just a single lens point of view.
Innovation and quality standards are imperative to
ensure this initiative shapes up well.
Price should not tend to compromise on quality; a
well-organized balance between a strong R&D, and
supply and demand of material is required with a
strong intent on lowered manufacturing costs.
AudViC Solutions
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SI Asia Conducts Successful Webinar Targeted at Churches

Conducted by
Robert Soo, a
familiar figure
for many in the
church community
in Southeast
Asia, the founder
and principal
consultant of
Cogent Acoustics
provided an
overview of what
needed to be
considered to
enhance the
experience.

REGIONAL: COVID-19 has restricted the number

of worshippers at church services or, worse yet,
services are not conducted due to total lockdown.
Prior to the spread of the virus, live streaming of
worship services on the internet was not common.
However, the pandemic forced churches to scramble
to implement streaming to ensure their ‘flock’ stay
connected.
With most churches on board, many are now seeking
ways to enhance the audio and visuals to be more
immersive and engaging to church members
following the weekly services on their
mobile devices.

This Free To
Attend webinar
addressed all
the key technical
components needed to support a proper hybrid
worship service, and touched on the Art and Tech
needed to enhance audio and visuals for that
immersive and engaging experience of a sanctuary
within the confines of homes.
The free to attend webinar attracted a whopping over
400 registration from church members in Singapore,
the Philippines, Malaysia and Indonesia. The day
itself saw 280 logged in for the event sponsored by
Analog Way, Bose Professional and Shure Inc.

System Integration Asia’s first webinar
under the banner AVnTech4Church
held on 2nd June addressed all the
key technical components needed
to support a proper hybrid worship
service, and touched on the Art
and Tech needed to enhance audio
and visuals for that immersive and
engaging experience of a sanctuary
within the confines of homes.
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“It was a great turnout, and I am very pleased with
the engagement levels during the webinar, which
hardly dipped even at the very end,” said Robert
Soo.
Daniel Chan, Bukit Panjang Gospel Chapel
commented, “The AVnTECH4Church Webinar was
informative and straight to the point. Really targeted
at church AVL personnel who aspire to improve the
AVL quality for the hybrid worship model. The audio
and visual team is really appreciative of Robert Soo’s
advice.”
“Thanks very much for organising the webinar! I
found it very informative and useful,” said another
attendee, Nicholas Au-Yong from Covenant
Community Methodist Church.

the webinar. “Interestingly, our registration continued
to rise to nearly 500 even after the webinar as
many were interested in accessing the recorded
presentation,” said David Lim, Director, Industry
Engagement, Spinworkz Pte Ltd. Spinworkz is the
publisher of the magazine Systems Integration Asia.
Systems Integration Asia plans to continue with the
AVnTech4Church series with topics ranging from
Transforming the Church AV System For The Next
Challenge to Sound Mixing Techniques to Video
Production Techniques for Live Streaming and many
more, targeted at the church communities within
Southeast Asia.
Systems Integration Asia

The presentation was recorded and made available
on the platform until 9th June for those who missed
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Have You Registered for the Future-Ready Workplace Virtual Conference 2021?
future-ready with a
holistic, integrated
approach,
encompassing
three interrelated
and interconnected
pillars: Work
Augmentation,
Workspace, and
Work Culture.

REGIONAL: Businesses across industries are

experiencing a paradigm shift and accelerating
towards a whole new world of work – one that is
Hybrid. And while organizations embrace the new,
they have also realized the need to build resilience
for whatever comes next.
Barco welcomes you to the Future-Ready Workplace
Virtual Conference 2021. Delve into the dynamism
of the new work styles and culture, tap into the
possibilities of this new conjunction of the digital and
physical workplace, create the best workspaces that
have the power to open minds, connect with others,
and encourage active collaboration in a safe work
environment.

Attendees can also
look forward to three
panel discussions.
The first discussion
revolves around
understanding The
Foundation required
for a Future-proof
Workplace. The
second touches
on Re-inventing Employee Engagement and Talent
Development in the Hybrid Workplace. The last panel
discusses Why this is, Surprisingly, the Best Time to
Invest in a Visualization Solution? Thomas Prakasam,
Publisher and Editorial Director of Systems
Integration Asia will be moderating this last panel
discussion.
Attendees are also provided time to visit the virtual
exhibition and participate in a host of games on the
conference platform and stand a chance to win a
Jabra Evolve2 40 Stereo headset, a Jabra Evolve2 65
Stereo Headset with one lucky winner walking away
with the grand draw prize of a Barco ClickShare
Conference and Jabra Panacast 50!

The Virtual Conference is being held on 7th July
at 10:00 am IST | 12:30 pm SGT | 01:30 pm KST |
02:30 pm AEST.

Systems Integration Asia is the Official Media partner
for the Future-Ready Workplace Virtual Conference
2021

The packed half-day virtual event kicks off with a
keynote address by Simon Piff, VP, Practice Lead,
Future of Work, IDC Asia Pacific. Simon will help
you explore how you can make your business

Click HERE to register for the event NOW.
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MPHK Group chooses Elation for IP Lighting Upgrade at Ocean Park Hong Kong
special “Gala of Lights,” where 360-degree waterbased multimedia shows thrill guests in an immersive
multi-sensory experience
.
“We sought to enhance the existing architecture at
Aqua City by illuminating areas around the Lagoon
and engaging with guests to encourage them to
stay and experience the new nighttime offerings,”
said Timothy Ng, Executive Director, Operations &
Entertainment at Ocean Park Hong Kong.

HONG KONG: Ocean Park Hong Kong is thrilling
guests with dynamic lighting enhancements courtesy
of MPHK Group Ltd. and Elation Professional.
The popular Hong Kong attraction updated the
exterior lighting at its iconic main entrance, along
with lighting upgrades to its awe-inspiring “Gala of
Lights” multimedia shows. The show and park-wide
lighting upgrades were designed by award-wining
multimedia studio Moment Factory.
One of the thrills of any theme park resort visit, and
certainly at Ocean Park, is the moment a visitor
first sets eyes on the entrance marquee and gets a
glimpse of what awaits inside. As part of the lighting
upgrade, the main entrance canopy arch at Ocean
Park now beckons guests with lighting effects from
a line of 10 IP65-rated Proteus Maximus LED moving
heads. The 50,000-lumen power luminaires are used
to spread colour and pattern across the entrance
plaza while powerful beams cut through ambient light
to help build excitement and portend the thrills that
await. Much of the entrance area – ticket counters,
coral alley, boardwalk and village – is bathed in
colour from 157 SixPar Z19 IP luminaires, IP65-rated
6-colour PAR wash lights with zoom. Headquartered
in Hong Kong, entertainment technology specialists
MPHK Group Ltd supplied the Elation lights to
contractor BYME Engineering Ltd. for the main
entrance portion of the lighting upgrade.
The Grand Aquarium, one of Ocean Park’s most
iconic attractions, and the Aqua City Lagoon situated
right next to it, are home to the park’s nighttime
JULY 2021

“Gala of Lights” boasts two immersive multimedia
shows – “Soul of the Ocean,” a one-of-a-kind
spectacle celebrating nature in all its wonder, and
“Visions of Hong Kong”, a dazzling multimedia
fountain show that takes the audience on an
inspirational journey through the city and beyond.
MPHK supplied Elation lighting along with lighting
from Elation sister-company Acclaim to contractor
ArcSource Ltd. for the Lagoon area install. Some
48 Proteus Hybrid beam/spot/wash moving heads
mounted on light poles around the Lagoon area
serve both aesthetic and functional purposes while 8
custom-painted Proteus Hybrid fixtures work from the
Aquarium roof. Acclaim products include 56 Aqua
Graze linear LED fixtures and 8 Acclaim Aqua Drum
HO wash fixtures mounted on the performance stage.
Some 140 meters of Acclaim Flex Tape trace an
outline of colour from around the edge of the stage.
The lighting covers a large surface area and from its
rooftop and pole positions provides multiple grand
gestures with sweeping beams. With their ability to
position at will and project in virtually any direction,
the Proteus Hybrids can be used as attentiongathering beams one minute and show lights
the next. “We wanted the lights to offer a variety
of effects to support all show formats, including
dynamic show lighting and frontlight for performers,”
concludes Ng.
MPHK Group Ltd
Elation Professional
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Magewell Celebrates a Decade of Video I/O, Streaming and IP Workflow Innovation

CHINA: Video interface and IP workflow innovator

Magewell celebrated its tenth anniversary in May
this year. Growing significantly from its roots as a
custom hardware design firm for third-party software
developers, the company has established itself as
a global leader in video capture, conversion, and
streaming solutions that help video production and
AV professionals thrive in the dynamically evolving
media technology landscape.
Magewell spent its first year in business primarily
as an engineering company, developing robust
hardware modules on an OEM basis for vendors of
solutions such as lecture capture systems. However,
with its own innovative technology ideas and industry
vision, Magewell soon branched out by creating
its own product lines for end users spanning the
professional AV and media production markets. The
company also established a worldwide network of
expert distributors, resellers, and systems integrators
that has been crucial to the company’s international
success.
“We recognized the intrinsic role that streaming
production would play in people’s lives for more than
just entertainment,” said Nick Ma, CEO and CTO
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at Magewell. “We
wanted to make it
easy and accessible
for more people -not just production
professionals, but
anyone using AV
for communications
-- to create their
own high-quality
streams. Our goal
was to provide tools
that simplify the
production process
while making
the industry’s
technology
transitions
affordable
and practical for users. We listen closely to our
customers, while our channel partners provide
valuable regional insight and expertise.”
Magewell’s first end-user products -- the XI series
of PCIe cards and first-generation USB Capture
Box -- laid the foundation for an extensive line of
video capture solutions that now includes USB
Capture Gen 2 and USB Capture Plus external
capture devices; Pro Capture PCIe cards; and Eco
Capture M.2 cards. The company expanded its
portfolio into new product categories with the launch
of the award-winning Ultra Stream series of live
streaming appliances, followed by the Pro Convert
family of NDI® encoders and decoders for bridging
traditional video and audio signals with IP media
networks. Magewell also introduced software utilities
to enhance the customer experience of its hardware
offerings.
Today, hundreds of thousands of Magewell devices
are used by customers in over 50 countries
around the world for applications including video
conferencing, live streaming, multi-site video
distribution, live event production, lecture recording,
active learning, medical imaging, gaming, and
JULY 2021
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more. Magewell’s solutions also took on increased
significance during the pandemic, supporting the
exponential growth of web-based video conferencing
and live streaming in new remote and hybrid
working and learning models. The plug-and-play
USB Capture devices have helped users integrate
external cameras and sources into their video
conferencing sessions, while the company’s easy-touse streaming solutions helped houses of worship,
educators, government officials, corporations, and
entertainers stay connected to followers, students,
constituents, customers, and fans.
Having this type of positive impact on users is
important to the Magewell team. “We’re proud of
having been a pioneer in bringing new technologies
to the marketplace over the past 10 years, not for
the products themselves, but the way they have
enabled and empowered our users to achieve their
goals,” said Ma. “They’re the ones who create great
content.”

IN BRIEF
Biamp, a leading supplier of professional audiovisual
solutions based in Beaverton, Oregon, has
announced the acquisition of Neets A/S, based in
Horsens, Denmark.
Neets is a respected independent manufacturer of
AV control systems. The company offers a mature,
comprehensive family of device controllers, control
interfaces, and control software that are distinctive
for their ease of use and elegant design. Neets’
products and expertise enhance Biamp’s current
control offerings and place it among the leaders
of full-line professional AV suppliers. In addition to
control, Neets recently added to its portfolio several
other innovative products that target conferencing
applications, including media bars, cameras, device
hubs, and in-table connectivity systems.
Biamp
Neets A/S

QSC is pleased to welcome Alan Chang as Director
of Country Development in Japan and Korea, working
out of QSC Asia offices located in Hong Kong. In this
JULY 2021
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Magewell started its tenth anniversary year with
the launch of the new Ultra Encode family of
universal live media encoders and has many more
introductions planned for the coming months.
Looking forward, Ma notes that shared benefits of
the ongoing transition to IP are driving convergence
between industries and vertical markets, but that
important distinctions will remain.
“The move from HDMI and SDI signal architectures
to IP-based media networks is blurring the lines
between broadcast production and various pro AV
applications from a technology perspective,” Ma
explained. “However, the business needs and goals
of these markets will continue to differ, so we will
continue to design our products to meet their unique
requirements. We are always excited to see what
innovative use cases our customers come up with for
our products, and we look forward to continuing to
serve them for many years to come.”
Magewell

new role, Chang will be responsible for driving sales,
developing business, and building local go-to-market
teams and strategies. Previously, Alan worked at
QSC as Asia Sales Manager, making significant
contributions towards building the sales network in
APAC. With his new role, he brings over 25 years of
sales and channel management experience and 16
years of leadership experience. Most recently, he
worked as Senior Director, Regional Sales for Shure
Asia.
QSC

EZ LED Visual Co.,Ltd (EZ LED), a global, awardwinning manufacturer of direct view fine-pitch
LED display technology announces the launch
of the EZ LED Academy, a free systemic direct
view LED training platform that provides ongoing
content that educates and informs commercial
integrators, systems architects, and installation
project managers of the latest in dvLED. The platform
brings together industry leaders from Novastar,
Nationstar,Macroblock, RGBlink, and Premier Mounts
to give an expert view on each critical component in
building dvLED videowalls.
EZ LED VISUAL
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Extron and Yealink Deliver Scalable Control and Collaboration for Modern
Workspaces

GLOBAL: Extron has announced that it is working

with Yealink to create simple, powerful control and
collaboration solutions for modern workspaces. With
these scalable solutions, Extron is integrating room
automation, audio, and signal extension capabilities
with the Yealink MCore Mini-PC, Microsoft
Teams Rooms, and Zoom Rooms solutions. Our
collaboration with Yealink brings Extron audiovisual
control capabilities to the Yealink MCore Mini-PC
providing complete AV and conferencing control
across the enterprise. Now, a simple tap on the
Yealink MTouch II Touch Panel can control call
volume for the room as well as send commands that
trigger automation events for display control, shades,
lighting, and more.
“Working with Yealink, Extron is bringing room control
and automation to the MCore Mini-PC, Microsoft
Teams Rooms, and Zoom Rooms solutions.” says
Casey Hall, Vice President of Worldwide Sales and
Marketing for Extron. “Customers can enjoy the
convenience of using the Yealink MTouch II touch
panel to control conferencing, AV, shades, lighting,
and more.”
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“It is such an inspiring solution we created with
Extron this year,” says Alvin Liao, Vice President
of Product at Yealink. “We believe our customers
can enjoy not only the immersive audio and video
experience with the Yealink device solution, but also
the complete and convenient AV and conferencing
control with Extron audiovisual control capabilities.”
As part of this conferencing, control, and automation
ecosystem, occupancy sensors can also be added
to automate system power to turn on displays when
participants enter a room and turn them off when the
room is empty.
For more information on Extron’s work with Yealink,
click HERE.
Extron
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The OCA Alliance Previews AES70-2021

AES70-21 also includes some significant
enhancements to existing functionality:
• Streamlined media connection management
This is a major improvement – managing device
media streaming connections is now more powerful
and easier to program and implement than ever.

GLOBAL: Following the recent announcement of

a ‘lightweight’ AES70 implementation that makes
AES70 control solutions available to any that wish to
implement it, the OCA Alliance is excited to offer a
sneak peek of the latest version of the AES70 device
control standard. The AES70-2021 release will be
upwards-compatible from the current AES70-2018
and offers several significant enhancements for
new and improved features along with a number
of documentation upgrades for increased clarity,
readability and precision.
The most important new features are as follows:
• Datasets
This is a mechanism for devices to exchange data
blocks (datasets) with controllers. Data block size
is limited only by implementation. AES70-2021
will specifically define several types of datasets.
Furthermore, manufacturers will also be able to add
their own datasets as required.
• Media files
Thanks to the new Datasets feature, controllers can
now manage device audio file recording, playback
and storage.
• Logging
A new logging mechanism – also based in the
Datasets feature – enables controllers to retrieve logs
generated by a device, in any format and at any time.
• Command sets
This is a new mechanism for storing predefined
control command sequences in devices and
executing them on request, at scheduled times, or at
specified positions in media streams.
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• Connection negotiation support
There’s flexible new support for connection
negotiation, the process by which controllers develop
compatible transmitting and receiving settings for
media stream connections.
• New support for managing presets
A new mechanism for storing and recalling device
presets has been implemented that is capable of
handling complex devices with tens of thousands of
parameters. It is easier for controllers and devices
to program and supports much larger sets of stored
parameters.
In total, the new 2021 release numbers around 40
new or enhanced features and 15 documentation
upgrades, making it easier to implement and
manage, and even more powerful. According to
Bosch Communications senior scientist and OCA
Chair, Jeff Berryman, AES70-2021 will provide some
welcome useability improvements, making the route
to adoption easier than ever. “As with any standard,
the more widely it is adopted and used, the greater
the benefit to all concerned and the industry at large.
The 2021 release offers several enhancements and
upgrades to make it more accessible, easier to
implement and also improve performance. Combined
with our recent lightweight implementation, we now
have AES70 control solutions for every part of the
spectrum, from the simplest to the most complex
systems.”
AES70-2021 is scheduled for release during the
second half of 2021 and will be downloadable from
the website.To learn more about the OCA Alliance,
AES70 and how it can benefit you visit the website.
OCA Alliance
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Nexo Point Source Solution For Traditional Church

VIETNAM: In Vietnam, a large Catholic church has

solved its acoustic challenges with an elegant NEXO
point source sound reinforcement system, installed
by Bao Duong.
Located in the Dong Nai province, some 35km
north of Vietnam’s capital, Ho Chi Minh city, Vuon
Ngo is a large traditional house of worship, capable
of accommodating a 1200-person congregation.
Its beautiful vaulted wooden ceiling rises high
above that congregation, creating problems with
reverberation that add up to 4-5 seconds of decay.
Its previous audio system was unable to reproduce
speech with any clarity, and also struggled to relay
the sound of the choir.
Because of the classical architecture, installation
company Bao Duong was unable to propose a line
array solution, instead preferring to use NEXO’s PS
Series of compact point source speakers. 6x PS8
8” cabinets have been wall-mounted alongside the
pews down the length of the nave, with another 4x
cabinets in the chancel area, where they also provide
monitoring for the choir, supplemented by two of the

JULY 2021

larger PS10 models. The whole system is powered by
just two NXAMP controller/amplifiers, NXAMP4x1Mk2
and NXAMP4x2Mk2.
Additionally, Bao Duong has upgraded the church’s
microphone inventory, providing Sennheiser MK4s
for the choir and E945s for pulpit and other speech
positions.
“This system has precisely met the Church’s
requirements,” says Tu Pham, audio engineer for Bao
Duong, “the choral singing is perfectly amplified, and
all speech in the church is crystal clear.”
Bao Duong
NEXO
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MECC Invests in Robe FORTES

(L-R) Dan Grace, Mark Blake and Allyssa Tonks

AUSTRALIA: Mackay Entertainment and

Conference Centre (MECC) is a busy and diverse
complex of nine different venue and event spaces
in Mackay, central Queensland, Australia, hosting a
lively mix of corporate launches and conferences to
opera, music, dance, and performance shows.
Head of lighting Dan Grace and his team are
delighted to be amongst the first in Australia to have
Robe new high power FORTE’s LED luminaires in
the house, with a purchase of twelve of the fixtures
plus twelve new Robe Spiider LED wash beams, with
more of both types of moving light to follow once the
season ramps up again!
The decision to buy FORTES was underlined by
MECC’s previous experiences with Robe – with
nearly 100 fixtures already, including 30 x DL7s, a
mix of profiles and fresnels, which directly replaced
36 hot and power-hungry 2K fresnels in the main
theatre in 2019. The last batch of these DL7s arrived
together with three RoboSpot systems and BMFL
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FollowSpots, a move that was driven by MECC’s
head of AV, Mark Blake.
Mark and Dan are part of an MECC technical team
of 18. They were both instrumental in persuading
the local government officials who oversee MECC’s
operation that the time was right to convert the
theatre to a full LED stage lighting rig.
Moving forward, LED is now a prerequisite for any
new lighting investments and “it made sense to keep
brand consistency throughout the venue and we
enjoy a great relationship with our supplier Kennedy
Amplifier Hire Service and Australian distributor
Jands,” confirmed Dan.
The new FORTES and Spiiders will mainly be utilised
in the Convention Centre halls as part of the main
production lighting rig. The other eight FORTES
and six Spiiders on order are destined for the main
auditorium, however all these newest fixtures will be
JULY 2021
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interchangeable according to requirements in the
different venues.
Dan’s ultimate goal was to have a lighting rig that
could offer multiple possibilities from one standard
design, which would suit all events from a conference
one day to a concert for 1500 people the next, etc.
Features like framing shutters, the large zoom range,
the deep saturated colours, and low noise all played
a part in the decision to choose FORTE. The ability of
the Spiider to be a wash or a beam due to the zoom,
and its excellent array of colours made it an easy
choice as a replacement for their LEDWash 600s.
When it came to the FORTES, initially they had been
thinking in terms of a BMFL for power and versatility,
but as the time approached to make this particular
investment, so did the requirement for it to be an LED
source, so first they looked at Robe’s ESPRITE.

NEWS
This was the first Robe product to offer the
manufacturer’s proprietary cutting edge
TRANSFERABLE ENGINE technology with a unique
replaceable LED light source.They then got wind
during 2020 of Robe releasing a powerful LED BMFL
type – with loads of power and features packed and
decided to wait until this was available to make their
final decision. Dan received the FORTE spec sheet
and was “super impressed”, especially by the two
rotating gobo wheels, the shuttering system and the
1000W LED. “I knew without even seeing it … that
this was the perfect luminaire for our venue, and one
that would last us well into the future,” he enthused.
The decision was made, and the PO signed!
Robe

Pororo & Tayo Theme Park Jeju Provides Unique “Edutainment” Experience With
HARMAN Professional Solutions

SOUTH KOREA: To enhance the visitor experience
at Pororo & Tayo Theme Park Jeju, TechDataPS
Co., Ltd. recently upgraded the iconic park’s ageing
sound systems with state-of-the-art HARMAN
Professional audio solutions.
Based on the popular characters Pororo the Little
Penguin and Tayo the Little Bus, Pororo & Tayo
Theme Park Jeju features numerous “edutainment”
JULY 2021

attractions that encourage children to learn while
having fun. However, the park’s ageing sound
system was becoming a detriment to the experience,
causing auditory fatigue for park employees and
visitors due to an abundance of echo and harsh
frequencies.
To provide a better experience for guests, Pororo
& Tayo Theme Park Jeju’s audio system required
a complete overhaul. After being impressed by the
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performance of JBL Control 60 loudspeakers at the
BSS HARMAN Zone in Yongin, park organizers hired
TechDataPS to equip the facility and grounds with
a complete HARMAN Professional audio system
featuring JBL Professional, Crown, BSS, AKG and
Soundcraft solutions.
TechDataPS reported that the customer was
concerned about the echo because of the high
ceilings and wide-open spaces. They added that the
previous sound system was installed for emergency
disaster guidance without considering the echo
effect.
To deliver high-quality sound with minimal echo in
the indoor areas, TechDataPS selected JBL Control
67 P/T pendant speakers. With 120-degree conical
coverage, the Control 67 P/T projects just enough
sound to completely cover the intended area without
reverberating throughout the space. To provide
clean, smooth sound with consistent coverage at the
outdoor stages, TechDataPS selected JBL VRX 900
Series line array loudspeakers. Since the main stage
is close to the park’s parade ground, TechDataPS
positioned the speakers to isolate sound within the
theatre area, emphasizing performances on stage
without projecting into neighbouring spaces.
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TechDataPS selected Crown Amplifiers to power
the loudspeakers, providing plenty of volume and
headroom as well as onboard signal processing
for sound enhancement and speaker protection.
Soundcraft Ui24R mixing consoles enable the park
staff to mix remotely using an iPad or other mobile
device and BSS signal processors form the system’s
backend, connecting everything via a flexible,
high-bandwidth digital audio network. Additionally,
TechDataPS provided AKG microphones for
capturing clean, intelligible sound onstage.
“Pororo & Tayo Theme Park Jeju is a major landmark
tourist attraction, so it is critical that they have
state-of-the-art professional audio systems,” said
Amar Subash, VP & GM, HARMAN Professional
Solutions, APAC. “We would like to thank our partner
TechDataPS for delivering the iconic JBL sound
through a rugged and fully weather-resistant design,
inspiring visitors to be fully part of the theme park
experience.”
Harman Pro
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Nureva Appoints HIKA as its Direct Reseller in Malaysia

MALAYSIA: Nureva Inc., an innovator in advanced
audio conferencing solutions, announces the
appointment of Hitecindo Kharisma (M) Sdn. Bhd.
(HIKA), as its direct reseller in Malaysia. HIKA
is a value-added AV reseller that has built its
deeply rooted reputation on establishing long-term
relationships with its customers. The company has
begun to introduce Nureva’s audio conferencing
product line to the Malaysian market, where there
is an increasing need for reliable audio to support
the country’s growing hybrid working and learning
environments. Globally, Nureva audio systems
are being rapidly adopted by customers such as
TechnipFMC, BASF, Procter & Gamble, King’s
College, Leiden University Medical Center and
Toulouse Business School.

Hybrid work and HyFlex learning is here to stay, and
as businesses and education institutions continue to
adapt, they need reliable, easy to use collaboration
tools that enable this shift without compromising
results. Recent global research by Microsoft, The
Next Great Disruption is Hybrid Work – Are We
Ready?, suggests that most workers in Malaysia
want flexible working arrangements to continue
post-pandemic, even as they crave more in-person
time with their peers and teammates. Another report
from SEEK Asia, Decoding Global Ways of Working,
found that 68% of the 5,649 Malaysia respondents
would opt for a hybrid work arrangement, a quarter
(25%) would prefer a completely remote arrangement
and 7% would prefer to be completely on-site.
Recognizing this trend along with the critical nature
of reliable audio conferencing for a successful
hybrid working and learning experience, HIKA is
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well positioned to accelerate adoption of Nureva’s
advanced audio solutions throughout Malaysia.
Powered by patented Microphone Mist technology,
Nureva audio conferencing systems bring clear,
reliable audio to meeting and learning spaces. The
technology fills a room with thousands of virtual
microphones so in-room participants can move
around, maintain physical distance and still be heard
clearly by remote participants. The Nureva product
line includes the HDL200 for small rooms, HDL300
for mid-size rooms and Dual HDL300 for large rooms.
They all feature true full-room microphone pickup,
easy installation and continuous autocalibration that
automatically adapts to any room configuration.
“I haven’t been this excited about a new innovation
in a long time and believe that Nureva audio systems
with Microphone Mist technology have tremendous
market potential in Malaysia,” said C.K. Lum, HIKA’s
CEO. “Traditional audio products come with costly
restrictions and challenges that Nureva systems
avoid, and I’m proud to work with them to get this
game-changing product into schools and businesses
across the country.”
“We are delighted to welcome HIKA to our growing
international channel,” said Nancy Knowlton,
Nureva’s CEO. “We look forward to working with them
to address the critical need for audio conferencing
solutions that support the long-term trend of hybrid
working and learning in Malaysia.”
HIKA
Nureva
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WPM Solves Acoustic Problems at Shibata Civic Cultural Center

JAPAN: Located in the central part of Shibata City,

Niigata Prefecture, Shibata Civic Cultural Center was
opened in 1980. Designed by architect Shozo Uchii,
it has various facilities based on culture and art,
including a large, 916-capacity hall, a practice room
and conference room.
This Spring, the hall’s sound system was renovated,
and Martin Audio’s Wavefront Precision Mini (WPM),
which recently won a Queen’s Award for Enterprise
in Innovation, was the system of choice. Mr. Ikeura
from Niigata Shomei Giken, the electrical contracting
company who undertook the management of the
contract, explained the rationale.
"We have been taking care of Shibata Civic Cultural
Center for many years, so we knew the problems
they suffered from, and what was required for the
operation. I believed WPM to be the perfect solution
to resolve those issues. We were aware that the WPM
optimisation system would deliver the same sound
characteristics throughout all audience areas, and
that we could control the reflections, which affect
performers and musicians onstage. Of course, I
tested this with the actual products in a venue, and
the result was exactly as we expected, so it was an
easy decision to proceed."

with Blackline X8 for
infill. These are driven
by Martin Audio iK42
amplification, with all
signals to the amplifier
delivered using a
Dante audio network. In
addition, the installers
specified Martin Audio
Blackline X12 for stage
monitors and XD12
for side fills, making it
sufficiently flexible for
any application.
Mr. Inomata from Niigata Shomei Giken, who is in
charge of sound operation in the hall, commented,
"This audience area has quite a unique shape, and
you can see the stage from wide angles, almost 180
degrees. On the other hand, it is generally difficult to
create consistent sound in a venue of this shape.”
In particular, the venue suffers acoustic problems
caused by reflections to the stage, he continued.
“Up to now, I had given up solving this problem
because it was outside the range of adjustment.
However, WPM is a different story, as it can clearly
handle these issues. Yamaha Sound System took
responsibility for tuning the system and everyone
is 100% satisfied with the consistency of the sound
field—it is now totally the same audio experience in
all seats.
“The sound characteristic is similar everywhere
in the auditorium, as WPM is deployed for both
proscenium and as side columns. To combine the
system depends on the performance, and the ability
to control between loud volume and a much smaller
sound. With WPM we can provide top-class sound
quality to audiences at all events.”
Martin Audio

The venue itself is a semi-circular-shaped hall with
upper balcony seats. In total, 20 WPM elements
were installed for the side columns and proscenium,
JULY 2021
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Evolution Wireless-Digital: The NextGen AV Solution

While the COVID-19 has thrown up a variety of
challenges that the world has ever seen, the industry
has stood up to the challenge by reinventing itself with
more sophistication and solutions that are capable of
leading the world out of the pandemic. Audio visual
industry majors have brought to the fore many a
tools and solutions that enable people communicate
effortlessly for a range of functionalities. The
Sennheiser Evolution Wireless-Digital solution is one
latest on the block, with an all-pervasive capability.
As the world gradually begins getting back to
normal, and a lot of offices begin to open with select
employees, we will see some critical changes and
new requirements of educational institutions and
corporates to adjust to the blended learning and
hybrid model of working.

ZOOM Cloud Meetings alone via the Apple AppStore
has risen from 2.35 million in February 2020 to
35.95 million in April this year. The pandemic crisis
has shown us that modern communication tools
are a must to maintain the economy as well as the
interpersonal relationships.
Due to these changes, we are witnessing
development in communication and its implications
for business conferencing and classroom
conferencing. Research from multiple sources
suggests that poorly organised meetings are often

The pandemic, therefore, has made two things
clear: how important interpersonal contacts
and communication are, especially in these
challenging times. Those who have taken the digital
transformation seriously and adapted quickly to new
situations have emerged stronger from crises.
The number of online meetings has increased
exorbitantly worldwide. The number of downloads of
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ineffective, costing budgets, resources, and workers
dearly. Beyond that, the broader move toward
increased globalisation in both the enterprise space
and educational arena means that organisations
are more spread out than ever before. Due to this,
people are relying on high-quality audio.
We can see that the severity of COVID-19 is less
in certain parts of the world while increasing
rampantly in other parts of the world, keeping us in
this uncertain in-between space. Due to this, some
businesses remain fully remote. Others alternate
portions of staff for office-based and home-work
on different days. Colleges across the globe are
also adopting blended learning model and will be
common for years to come1.
Keeping these changes in mind, Sennheiser
introduced a range of audio solutions that can bring
teams and classrooms together despite the variety
of challenges thrown up by situations like the current
pandemic. One of the recently launched productsEvolution Wireless Digital is a testimony to that.
Evolution Wireless Digital raises the bar by providing
the highest dynamic range of any wireless system
currently in the market, utilizing advanced features
that simplify the setup and guarantee the most
reliable connection.

SPONSORED FEATURE

Wireless Digital transmitters have an input dynamic
range of 134 dB, five times more than the usual
120 dB. This means that it can pick up everything
from a very soft whisper to a jet engine at 50 yards’
distance. This eliminates the need for a sensitivity
setting on the transmitter entirely. The receiver has
been set to a gain value covering most applications,
which can easily be changed if required. A new user
interface makes this an easy task as there are no
complex sub-menus to pay heed to. Everything is
available at a glance. The Evolution Wireless Digital
is created with the intention that the organisations or
educational institutions do not battle with settings and
all they get is a microphone that is reliable and works
right away. All they have to do is switch on and go.
During this new normal of hybrid working
and blended learning culture, technological
advancements in communications have become a
necessity. It has become crucial for the institutions
to pay attention to the upcoming new trends/
technological advancements to invest in to deal with
any unprecedented changes.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/assets.sennheiser.com/globaldownloads/file/17028/Sennheiser_World_Report_eBook_
English.pdf
1

Sennheiser

These systems are ideal for corporations looking for
an easy wireless solution, and for schools. Evolution
JULY 2021
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Dicentis Flush – Bosch Adds Modular Product Range with Installation Convenience
to its IP-based Conference Portfolio

Following last year’s introduction of the Dicentis Flush
language selector, Bosch is pleased to extend its
IP-based Dicentis Conference System with Dicentis
Flush, a new range of devices for permanent
installations. The modular design of Dicentis Flush
empowers the specifier/installer to tailor the system
to the required meeting type. Offering installation
convenience in a distinctive stylish design, Dicentis
Flush is ideal for use in governmental, nongovernmental or intergovernmental organizations,
as well as for conference applications in commercial
buildings and financial institutions. Dicentis Flush
modules have a sleek form factor and black finish
that complements any interior, making it suitable for
both modern and historic conference locations.
Dicentis Flush incorporates the OMNEO* media
networking architecture, which enables cost-effective
installations by using existing IP infrastructure and
PoE. Its modular design allows future additions
as needed, with functions including voting and
identification. In combination with a single base
device in dual-seat setup, Dicentis Flush supports
up to four delegate positions when two microphones
are shared, for when social distancing restrictions are
lifted. This feature further contributes to space saving
and cost reduction.
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All modules have a click-to-fit mechanism for easy
flush-mounting into metal or wood surfaces such as
tabletops or seat armrests. The fitting or removal of
the units is possible from either the top or bottom
of the table. Blank panels are available in wide and
slim designs to cover/reserve unused space. For
additional convenience, the Dicentis Flush range
shares the same installation footprint as DCN Flush
devices from Bosch (with the exception of the
loudspeaker panel), allowing easy replacement
without major rework of the conference location.
Dicentis Flush can be seamlessly combined
with other Dicentis tabletop devices, or with the
Dicentis interpreter desk as a fully ISO-compliant
interpretation solution. Once connected, it
immediately adopts the Dicentis settings – no need to
restart the system. The unique Dicentis server-based
system architecture makes integration with thirdparty applications and future cloud-based services
easy, and offers a remote desktop application for
maintenance purposes.
The intuitive design of the modules contributes to
an improved, more natural discussion atmosphere.
Participants can choose their preferred language,
listen to a speech and/or address the delegates.
Depending on the meeting requirements, all
JULY 2021
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deployed modules combine into one functional,
straightforward device. User actions (language
selection menu, possible-to-speak button, etc.)
only light up when the respective function is active,
allowing delegates to focus on the discussion.
The Dicentis Flush range offers best-in-class audio
quality and speech intelligibility. The loudspeaker
module features the same high-quality speaker as
the award-winning Dicentis tabletop devices, which
also allows the loudspeaker and microphone to
be active at the same time. In addition, the audio
quality is protected by the shock-mount design of the
microphone connection panel, minimizing ambient
noise and tabletop vibrations. For convenience,
short- and long-stem microphone options are
available with screw lock connections. The Bosch
Flush range will be continuously complemented with
more features and modules. The new Dicentis Flush
range will be available worldwide from December
2021 onwards.
*OMNEO onboard
DICENTIS Flush integrates into the OMNEO
ecosystem, for seamless connectivity with other

SOLUTIONS UPDATE
OMNEO-enabled devices. OMNEO is an architectural
approach for connecting devices over IP to
exchange information, including audio content and
device control. It is built upon multiple technologies,
including IP and open public standards, to support
the technologies of today — such as Audinate’s
Dante and AES70 — while evolving with those of
tomorrow.
OMNEO offers users of all levels a professionalgrade media networking solution that combines
interoperability, unique features for easier installation,
better performance and greater scalability than
any other IP offering on the market. It provides the
highest levels of audio quality and synchronization
whilst ensuring the lowest levels of latency – all in a
highly reliable, redundant and secure set up. System,
installation and maintenance costs are all kept
competitively low due to the use of standard IP and
IT components, infrastructure and protocols.
Bosch

Just Add Power Video-Over-IP Solutions Now Supported by Aveo Systems’ Mira
Connect Smart AV Control System
sources via a touch-screen controller or their own
personal devices.

Just Add Power, has announced that its leading
video-over-IP distribution solutions are now
supported by Aveo Systems’ Mira Connect smart
AV control system. Ideal for applications of any size,
this integration simplifies control setup for integrators
while providing users with intuitive operation of a
Just Add Power system and associated displays and
JULY 2021

Unlike traditional control systems, Mira Connect
requires no programming. It is easily configured and
managed through Mira Portal, Aveo’s secure, cloudbased management platform. The user interface
is automatically created based on integrated
components, while built-in remote management and
equipment status notifications allow integrators and
remote IT teams to control the system from their
browsers. For users who prefer not to use a shared
touch screen or would like control from anywhere in
the room, Aveo’s patent-pending Mira Connect Me
allows them to access Mira Connect’s user interface
temporarily on their mobile devices.
Just Add Power
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KVM Manufacturer G&D Launches High-end Product Series

The comprehensive portfolio of the German KVM
manufacturer Guntermann & Drunck (G&D) continues
to grow. With its "VisionXS", the company is launching
a new high-end extender product series. Following
the motto "smaller, more compact, more powerful",
G&D developed a new compact multi-purpose KVM
tool. The main idea: a wide range of functions in
the smallest possible housing. The new VisionXS
systems are high-performance KVM extenders with
a bandwidth of 10G and video transmission for
resolutions up to 4K. Users can expect the best video
quality and an even better performance.
Previous devices from the manufacturer support a
data transfer rate of 1Gbit/s per line. Thanks to G&D's
self-developed compression method, full 4K video
over 1Gbit could already be transmitted. However,
with a bandwidth of 10 Gbit/s, VisionXS opens up
a new dimension of possibilities. Especially fast
videos and frequently changing image content now
require significantly less compression thus improving
the user experience many times over. Initially, the
German manufacturer will provide extender modules
for KVM-over-IP, followed by solutions for classic
KVM systems for direct transmission.
An important advantage of VisionXS extenders is the
ability to combine them with G&D's matrix systems.
For customers, this means even more flexibility,
because VisionXS products can either be operated
in pairs as an extender line or they can also be
integrated into matrix installations. Thus, users will
also have one hardware for everything in the future.
Like any other G&D product, the new devices are
fully compatible with existing models. The extensive
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combinability of the KVM systems ensures solutions
that are suitable for all applications. This makes it
even easier to plan and expand installations, even at
a later date.
In a first step, a high-end system for DisplayPort
UHR with a transmission bandwidth of 10G will be
launched, followed by devices for HDMI and DVI.
For the VisionXS series, the manufacturer also relies
on its proven, lossless compression High Dynamic
Image Processing, which enables authentic, pixelperfect video experiences. In addition, dual head
modules allow the transmission of two video signals
via one transmission cable. These modules offer
significant advantages: Two video signals transmitted
over one line saves 50 % of cabling or KVM modules.
The new VisionXS-IP-DP-UHR system is compatible
with the central ControlCenter-IP appliance.
Combined, these units form a powerful matrix for
KVM-over-IP. This means that each connected
workstation can be granted access to any computer
connected to the KVM system. While the network
infrastructure takes over the transport of KVMover-IP using network switches and routers, the
ControlCenter-IP contributes the logic. Both the
dynamic access and the use of KVM-over-IP make
the application even more flexible. Secure and
reliable operation is ensured by AES-128 encryption
and the regular exchange of security keys. Of
course, extensive security features such as the use
of VPN, VLANs and G&D's UID locking are already
implemented.
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The size of the modules is an important difference
that stands out already at first glance. And because
less is usually more, the console modules of the
VisionXS series are now significantly smaller and thus
require less space. With their significantly smaller
size, the products can also be used in applications
where space is a critical factor. In addition, the
manufacturer now also provides new and efficient
mounting options that require fewer screws. For the
new VisionXS modules, G&D relies on a new click
mechanism making it much easier to install the
devices.

SOLUTIONS UPDATE
With these powerful expansions to the portfolio, G&D
caters to the growing complexity of KVM applications
by providing a smaller solution with a large selection
of powerful features. Thanks to versatile KVM
products that can be combined, the best possible
solutions, which considers the application, the
existing IT structures and the requirements of
the projects is always right on hand. The series
production of the VisionXS systems will start in
September 2021.
Guntermann & Drunck

AVer Debuts CP10 Collaboration Controller for Safe Meetings
display with a comfortable and ergonomic viewing
angle, whether it’s utilized as a tabletop controller
inside a meeting space or wall mounted as a
scheduling display. The CP10’s optional slide-in wall
mount enables users to display conference room
schedules, while the LED light indicators can be
programmed to show the status of a meeting room.

AVer Information Inc. USA, an award-winning
provider of education technology and video
collaboration solutions, announces the CP10: a
10.1-inch conference room collaboration controller
featuring a capacitive touch screen and antibacterial
glass with ion technology to promote safer meetings.
Designed as a flexible solution for meeting spaces,
AVer’s CP10 can be utilized as a controller inside a
meeting space or as a scheduling display outside a
meeting room.
AVer’s CP10 offers fine-tuned touch for productive
meetings and supports 10 touch points for a
simplified user experience. Featuring a built-in table
stand, the CP10 incorporates a high-resolution
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The CP10 promotes simplified installation through
a consolidated, single PoE+ connection for power
and camera control. With minimal cabling, the CP10
ensures clean installs and reduces desktop clutter
for a streamlined appearance. The single-cable
connection empowers a flexible placement and
reduced installation costs. The CP10 is preloaded
with a Zoom controller for plug-n-play setup. Using
AVer’s PTZApp 2 software, the CP10 enables camera
controls with multiple platforms — including Microsoft
Teams, RingCentral, BlueJeans and many others.
The integrated PTZApp 2 allows users to easily
manage the controller with enterprise-management
software and platforms.
AVeR USA
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Equipson Introduces ENTAR - A New Range of Professional Loudspeakers

WORK PRO Audio, the installation and pro audio
division of Spanish manufacturer Equipson, has
launched a new range of two-way professional
loudspeakers that are aimed at the installation and
live sound markets.
Known as the ENTAR Series, the name combines
of the words ENTertainment and ARchitectural,
reflecting their ability to deal with the demands of
these very different applications. Both passive and
active speakers are included, in a variety of different
sizes. All models are manufactured from high density
plywood and their construction and shape makes
them ideally suited to light PA duties. They are also
useful as stage monitors or for front, side or rear fill.
“We have been selling our MINO range very
successfully over many years,” says Juan Jose Vila,
CSO at Equipson. “However, customer feedback
indicated that an upgrade was in order. People
were still very happy with the range but, after more
than a decade since their launch, we felt it was
time to renew the design and install better quality
components. The result is ENTAR, which hits both of
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our targets and gives customers an attractive, up to
date range of competitively prices, high performing
loudspeakers.”
The ENTAR Series has four two-way passive
loudspeaker models offering a choice of 8”, 10”, 12”
or 15” woofers. Power outputs range from 400W to
600W.
The Series also includes three active models
equipped with Class D amplifiers and either 10”, 12”
or 15” woofers. Each of these loudspeakers has a
controllable DSP that includes EQ presets, location
presets (Pole, Monitor, Bracket), selectable HPF filter,
Shelving EQs, limiter, and front LED mode (on, off,
limiter). Active models also include a volume knob
and line/mic and link/mix switches.
All loudspeakers in the ENTAR Series are finished in
black and have black steel grilles for a sleek, modern
look.
Equipson
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Neutrik Issues NA2-IO-DPRO Controller V2.0

Neutrik has issued an update of its FOC Controller
app for its compact, ultra-robust NA2-IO-DPRO I/O
Dante interface device, that enables connectivity of
legacy analogue and non networked digital audio
equipment within Dante audio networks, in the most
demanding application environments.
The DPRO Controller gives users remote control of
device functions such as level, mute, gain, phantom
power, input signal (including patching input

signals to either output) and low-cut filter; as well as
monitoring the status of the device and providing
the ability to change its network settings. DPRO also
enables save, recall and loading of user presets.
V2.0 introduces a completely new device discovery
mechanism that dramatically improves the response
speed of the software and enhances the user
experience by separating ONLINE and OFFLINE
devices. For optimal performance DPRO Controller
V2.0 should be used in combination with the latest
(v9.14) firmware and the website download bundles
the updated controller and firmware.
Available in Windows and macOS versions, the
Controller app requires a minimum of 2GB RAM,
better than 1280 x 1024 pixel display resolution, and
Windows 7 or later and macOS 10.12 or higher.
Neutrik

Sony Launches Virtual Webcam Driver for Remote Camera Application
In order to
meet the
accelerated
demand
for remote
environments,
Sony has
launched the
new “Virtual
Webcam
Driver for
Remote
Camera”
application,
turning remote cameras into web conference and
lecture tools to achieve professional image quality.

PC and paired with selected Sony’s remote cameras
(BRC-X400, SRG-X400, SRG-X120, SRG-XP1, SRGXB25) and Edge Analytics Appliance (REA-C1000).
The seamless setup does not require additional
devices and allows user to connect up to five
cameras with one PC. The setup is extremely useful
for capturing lectures, seminars, and conferences as
well as provides users with the freedom to choose
their favourite virtual meeting applications as well.

Compatible with Windows and Mac operating
systems*, the application can be installed onto any

Sony
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This application is available now and can be
downloaded via: https://pro.sony/en_SG/insight/insightfuture-workplace/virtual-meetings-ptz-camera-app

* Operating system compatibility: Windows 10 64-bit,
Mac OS 10.14–10.15, 11.0
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Kramer Presents the KDS−10 4K60 4:4:4 Dual Stream Transceiver
you can select the balanced analog audio input to
embed into the streaming HDMI output signal. When
in decoding mode, you can extract the HDMI audio
signal and output it as balanced analog audio.

Kramer Electronics’ KDS−10 is an advanced, dual
stream transceiver for streaming 4K@60Hz (4:4:4)
video signals via Ethernet over copper cable.
The KDS−10 can be set as either an encoder or
decoder. As an encoder, it encodes and streams
one or two HDMI inputs over an IP network. As a
decoder, it receives the encoded signal, decodes it,
and outputs it to an HDMI output.
The KDS−10 has flexible analog audio embedding
and de–embedding. When in encoding mode,

In addition, the KDS−10 also has flexible input
and output options. The transceiver includes two
HDMI inputs that can be streamed alternately
or simultaneously as either H.264 or H.265 and
packaged as either unicast (one to one) or multicast
(one to many). These two industry standard
encoding methods offer compatibility with other
software and hardware decoding platforms
from various manufacturers. Given the robust
compression, the file size of the incoming signal is
significantly reduced making it more manageable to
stream, store, or transverse over a 1G network.
Kramer

Sharp/NEC Upgrades PA Series with New LCD Laser Projector Delivering Increased
Brightness
PA804UL includes whisper-grade functionality at just
30dB. It also includes NEC's sealed LCD cooling
system that prevents dust from reaching the optics,
eliminating the need for a filter and removing concern
of maintenance.

The upgraded PA Series projector delivers powerful
brightness with 8,200 lumens, filling screen size
and ensuring clarity with the ability to utilize both
motorized and manual lenses. The PA804UL displays
stunning 4K 60P content without the loss of critical
details.
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Advanced software features include keystone
correction, the ability to use ProAssist software to
control and adjust the projector remotely along with
geometric correction and edge blending. It also
features the industry's first built-in stacking correction
capability for up to four projectors.
Delivering 8,200 lumens of brightness, quieter
performance and incredible value, the PA804UL
projector is ideal for corporate, education and rental
applications.
Sharp /NEC
JULY 2021
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Source Four LED

Series 3
Unparalleled brightness from every distance.
Revolutionary 8-color mixing with deep red LEDs.
Built-in wireless DMX/RDM.

The new standard that is anything but standard.

visual environment technologies | etcconnect.com
JULY 2021
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The Future of Projectors

Barco projectors bring SpongeBob to life at Adelaide Oval, Australia

Futuresource reports that the global front projection
market (excluding Screenless TVs) declined
31% year-on-year in CY2020 – the worst annual
performance since CY2006. The significant volume
decrease is largely retained to H1 2020, where the
industry was hit not only by the direct impact from
lock-down measures and the closure of schools
and corporate offices across the globe, but also
because of changed end-user perceptions of display
technologies. While CY2021 is expected to grow
year-on-year, the global projection market is forecast
to face long-term steady volume decline moving
forward. It is fair to say that collaboration and VC
tools have been playing a significant role to support
remote working and learning during these times.
However, Futuresource research found that moving
forward, as the demand for collaboration solutions
is forecast to rise in the post-COVID-19 world, this
will negatively impact the global projector market, as
these tools are integrated largely into FPD.
Victoria Tselykh of Futuresource adds, “Undoubtedly
CY2020 has been very challenging for the global
front projection market. Not only pre-existing
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challenges such as high penetration rates
and mounting adoption of competing displays
technologies across key verticals, but also the global
pandemic created a wide range of uncertainties
around trading, economic conditions, supply chains
and most importantly end user demand.”
In the face of the gloomy outlook, there is however
still much optimism for projector manufacturers.
“Despite the overall market outlook being heavily
influenced by COVID-19 and general pessimism
around a full market recovery, there are certainly
areas of opportunities and volume growth once the
pandemic is over and the effective vaccine is widely
available. These opportunities are driven by the
higher brightness categories with demand deriving
from several application such as Higher Education,
rental, staging, museums, and macro-mapping,” said
Victoria.
SI Asia spoke to Barco, BenQ, Christie and Epson,
who are heavy-hitters in the projection front to get
their thoughts about challenges, opportunities and
the future of projectors.
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Gan Ta Loong
Managing Director,
Barco SEA and VP
Immersive Experience,
Barco APAC
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Michael Bosworth
Executive Vice
President, Enterprise,
Christie

Which segments were doing well for your
organisation in terms of projector sales prior to
COVID-19?
TA LOONG: We have established ourselves as a
leader in the rental and staging market segment,
but Barco is also focusing on other markets
such as higher education, museums and macromapping. Rental and staging stand out in particular,
as professionals from these segments rely on
Barco's line up of projectors to execute impressive
visualisations. In fact, our projector sales have
increased along with the rise of digital museums and
projection mapping, long before COVID-19.
MICHAEL: We saw very encouraging growth in our
projector sales in key markets across APAC prior to
COVID-19, particularly in China and India. Since the
restructuring of our distribution model in China in
early 2020, sales of our 1DLP and 3DLP projectors
have seen an expansion in segments such as mixed
mapping (cultural shows), theme parks, planetariums
& domes, government, and control rooms. In spite of
COVID-19, these segments have largely remained
resilient and will continue to be our areas of focus
moving forward.
In India, we now enjoy a substantial portion of the
market share for permanent projection mapping
installs, and a significant portion of the domestic
JULY 2021

Amy Kwa, Regional
Manager, Epson
Singapore Pte Ltd,
Visual Products Dept.

market share in terms of the deployment of projectors
above 10,000 lumens. Museums, Projection
Mapping, Higher Education, and Rental and Staging
were the top segments for our projector sales prior to
COVID-19.
AMY: Epson has successfully penetrated various
segments due to the wide range of projectors that it
offers to the market. Our top contributing segment is
education, followed by corporates/SMB, Government,
rental/staging, museums and mapping applications,
hospitality and finally the home market.
Which segments do you expect to pick up post
COVID-19 or at least when things come back
close to normal?
BENQ: There are two sectors that we are confident
will pick up for us specifically in relation to our Smart
Projector offerings.
In the Meeting room scenario, the new circumstances
faced by all organizations and businesses around
the world due to COVID-19 pose challenges to the
way we work, collaborate, and create. This has
been especially felt by small to medium businesses,
which usually take a face-to-face approach in terms
of meetings. But SMB leaders must face a different
reality. Business travel may not be possible and
many team members need to work from home. New
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technologies and paths to productivity has offered
ways to overcome the challenges that businesses
face during the pandemic. Hybrid meetings promote
safer workplaces and make sure productivity is not
just maintained, but improved.
With BenQ Wireless Smart Projector, setting up for
a hybrid meeting takes a minute or so in any place.
It serves as central and versatile display system,
and works perfectly with high speed internet, video
conferencing apps, and cloud services for hybrid
meetings.
In the Classroom scenario, Flipped classrooms that
incorporate interactive content and multi-modal
lessons boost students’ engagement with the
course material. When teachers can assess student
proficiency in real time, they can deliver the right type
of personalised instruction. Adopting the right type
of classroom projector is one of the easiest ways to
ensure that your flipped classroom doesn’t turn into
a total flop. A wireless smart projector for classroom
use can eliminate many of these obstacles and
facilitate a seamless learning experience.
The smart projector for classroom use from BenQ
is the first of its kind to offer built-in apps and web
browsing capabilities. Getting started with the BenQ
Smart Interactive Classroom Projector involves a
minimal learning curve. Once a classroom is setup with its own wireless, PC-free and driverless
projector, teachers and students can take it online
and take advantage of different educational apps,
online resources and presentation sharing formats.
MICHAEL: We expect most vertical markets within
our focus to pick up pace in the months ahead. In
fact, we have already seen strong recovery signs
in some segments for a while. For example, China’s
Cultural Tourism sector has steadily bounced back
since the second half of 2020. This includes several
night tourism and large-scale cultural events that
leverage on Professional AV technologies, such as
projection mapping, to draw in the crowds. These
include the Dreaming in Hometown cultural show
in Wuyuan, Guangwu Mountain Dreamscape in
Bazhong, “The Great Lanzhou” light show in Gansu,
and many more.
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In India, there has been increased interest and
project developments in Museums, Education,
Entertainment and Projection Mapping. India’s
rural tourism sector remains buoyant and Christie
has the experience advantage for major projects
following our successes with the Statue of Unity in
Gujarat, Dandi Kutir 3D projection mapping show
in Gandhinagar, and an inspirational son et lumière
at Victoria Memorial in Kolkata, to name a few.
However, if there is any segment that will remain
challenging post COVID-19, it will be Rental and
Staging as it will likely take a while more before major
events can resume in India.
AMY: We are seeing demand across all segments
and if we were to look into one area where rebound
will be expected first, it will be from the education
segment. Schools that have been impacted by
COVID-19 will start to look into digitalisation to futureproof their schools, especially those in emerging
areas, where schools who continued to use analog
teaching materials observed that the students’
learning experience was impacted when COVID-19
hit. We also anticipate that demand from the rental/
staging segment will pick-up as events and mass
gatherings are allowed again.
TA LOONG: COVID-19 will prove to be more
endemic than pandemic. Even though the ProAV
market suffered a loss of $20 billion on account of
the COVID-19 pandemic, we have reason to believe
that the market will recover to its 2019 peak of $259
billion in 2022. Globally, the ProAV year-to-date
2021 revenue has already exceeded US$255 billion.
While more than 20 percent of the revenue is coming
from the corporate market segment, the Venues &
Events and Education segments have contributed
significantly to the revenue at 12 percent and 9
percent, respectively.
Right now at Barco, we are focusing on hybrid
working and learning, as well as projection mapping
specifically in digital art museums.
In the long run, workplaces can rely on projectors
for town halls, auditoriums, boardrooms, lobbies
and experience centres. In particular, projectors
can prove to be especially useful in town halls and
JULY 2021
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experience centres as they can greatly amplify an
immersive, curated experience in comparison to LCD
and LED.
With regards to hybrid learning, we have had a
customer use a Barco product in a large learning
event with more than 20,000 participants connecting
remotely. Schools and learning institutions will
continue to use platforms that cater to physical as
well as remote audiences in the future. Hybrid and
virtual events are likely to continue to be hosted in the
future. We anticipate that virtual platforms much like
the sort for hybrid learning can enable these setups
in the new normal.
Digital art as a form and as a consumable commodity
is booming. Considering the industry and the current
market trend, digital art will likely proliferate and
become more commonplace. Since 2020, foreign
tourism has greatly dwindled, largely shifting towards
domestic tourism. When hosting art exhibitions
domestically, museum exhibitors will have to
incorporate fresh flavours to keep local audiences
interested. Many exhibitors are upping their game.
Some of them have decided to put up digital
art exhibitions, digital aquariums and projection
mapping that showcase foreign culture.As museums
and galleries are struggling to stay afloat, many of
them will have to find a way to disrupt the industry.
The Lume Melbourne is set to open with a Van Gogh
exhibit in September featuring Barco projectors. We
know that they will be rotating their exhibits like many
other digital galleries that have featured European
artists, Asian culture, and Southeast Asian flavour to
pique public interest.
To stay competitive and to survive in this climate,
museums and galleries are moving from analogue
to digital and still to interactive to become more
appealing to younger generations. We see that
museums and galleries in APAC are starting to jump
on the bandwagon, with several digital galleries set
to open in the coming months. Barco is proud to
have had the foresight to occupy a share of this trend
since before the pandemic. Although the market
declined by more than 40 percent in 2020, Barco
Southeast Asia is showing double-digit positive
growth.
JULY 2021
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Many exciting changes are happening in the
digital art sphere. With hybrid work and learning
set to continue through 2021, Barco has all sorts of
solutions to engage and immerse audiences who
connect from away. Multiple segments in the pro AV
industry will recover. As COVID-19 proves to be more
endemic, rental and staging will start to return slowly
but gradually.
There is serious competition from LCD and
LED - but what are the unique advantages of
projectors?
MICHAEL: Projection continues to stay competitive
and necessary. Some installations can only be
accomplished using projection – like large-scale
projection mapping on monuments and buildings,
and on-court and on-ice projection in professional
sports.
Because of advancements in projection, it can
display an image equal or better than LED, and
at a size that can be challenging with LED. RGB
pure laser projection delivers near full Rec. 2020
colour. This better represents real-world colors when
compared to Rec. 709, the colour space currently
used for television and most Professional AV
applications, and the DCI-P3 colour space defined
by studios for use in cinemas worldwide.
Christie has been delivering high frame rates (HFR),
up to 480Hz, and low latency to customers since
2014. HFR plays visuals at higher speeds to display
less motion blur and stuttered movement, which
creates immersive experiences with the extreme
reliability of DLP projection.
Projection remains the most flexible option for most
applications. Projection can be configured for eye
limiting resolution and Christie’s direct RGB Laser
can cover the highest level of the human visual
spectrum. We can now also meet the highest
standards in visual contrast levels.
As standards evolve, at Christie, we are always
looking for ways to meet or even exceed these
international standards. A prime example of this is
the Christie Eclipse 4K RGB pure laser projector,
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which is the only projector available today that
can meet the new Rec. 2100 visual standard. This
is made possible by combining our direct laser
technology to supply full Rec. 2020 colour capability,
with some new technology that is achieving a
real contrast ratio of 20,000,000:1. This is all at
4K resolution, which gives an incredible detailed
display with true black and full bright white ranges.
Christie adds to this flagship projection unit all our
normal options for 3 chip projectors and more, like
High Frame Rate options and in this case, several
brightness options.
AMY: Every technology has its own pros and
cons. Projectors have been traditionally used as a
presentation tool, but its usage has evolved and
expanded over the years as the market discovered
its benefits and flexibility—from projection mapping,
creative displays to digital signages. Flexibility is a
key advantage that users appreciate when it comes
to projectors compared to other technologies.
This means projecting content anywhere, onto any
surface, using any display size and easily bringing
it around from room to room when needed. From
conventional to a spotlight projector such as our
LightScene series, Epson has a comprehensive
range of projectors that can cater to any type of
need. For those who transitioned to the work-fromhome setup, we have our newly launched projectors
that has Android TV and meeting apps powered by
Zoom which allows the hybrid workforce to work and
play on one big screen created by a small projector.
TA LOONG: Yes, there is serious competition
from LCDs and LEDs. However, they can never
truly replace projectors. There are many unique
advantages of projectors such as projection mapping
and casting on 3D objects. Projectors are also
fantastic for outdoor use.
Projectors are preferable when displaying digital
art as LCDs and LEDs may not be able to display
the images in the best resolution, leading to issues
such as pixellation. This can greatly detract from the
experience and immersion when viewing digital art.
LCDs and LEDs cannot compare to projectors in the
context of digital art application.
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BENQ: Portability, flexibility, bigger screen still
the unique advantages of projectors. Now the
Smart projector also features with Android system
and support rich app., it’s getting easy for all
organizations and businesses to consider.
How have projectors evolved over the years to
keep themselves as a great proposition?
AMY: Epson is constantly evolving our projector
range by looking into what the customer needs now
and in the future. As part of Epson 25 Renewed
Corporate Vision, we want to work on products that
will be able to better connect people, things and
information. This is shown by our innovation over the
years—from the world’s first wireless projector EMP1715, the world’s first interactive projector EB-450Wi
and our recently launched hybrid projectors that
revolutionize how people communicate, collaborate
and interact virtually. Our LightScene series is
also changing how information is being used in a
much more creative and engaging platform. Epson
is continuously innovating to provide relevant
and sustainable solutions that will allow better
collaboration and connection especially today in the
new normal.
TA LOONG: Modern projectors are cloud-ready.
Users and partners can now diagnose, control and
manage projectors remotely without having to run
to the sites. Users can now sit in the comfort of their
home or office to diagnose and troubleshoot their
projectors remotely.
Barco has come a long way. We went from being
a pioneer of projectors to a leading manufacturer
today. Barco has incorporated many new
technologies into our lineup to be future investment
ready.
At Barco, we want to provide customers with the best
experience possible. We like to incorporate the latest
technology available so that our customers can make
their presentations and exhibitions as immersive as
they would like.
Barco is the only manufacturer in the market that
offers modular spare parts. With the Barco projection
JULY 2021
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Christie projectors at the Victoria Memorial in Kolkata, India

management suite, one can easily switch out spare
parts with Barco's unique modular base. The Barco
projection management suite can save people
precious time by eliminating the need to dismantle
the projector or send it in for repairs.
Additionally, we have simplified the process to
adjust projector brightness. Although one can
install brighter projectors, Barco has created a way
for users to remotely adjust the brightness of our
projectors.
BENQ: Smart projectors have increased in popularity
both at home and at the office for business. While
the two categories share many features and basic
design concepts, many differences exist and in this
article we want to help you make the distinction.
Of course, the rise of smart home and office or
business projectors is part of the overall move
towards smart, connected devices. What began
with phones and then moved on to tablets, TVs,
games consoles, and even home appliances like
refrigerators has finally appeared on projectors.
Smart home projectors provide more complete
entertainment experiences than before, as they
support streaming in addition to traditional content
sources like discs. The same online, cloudJULY 2021

empowered features have revolutionized projectors
for business and work. Previously simple devices that
showcased content from laptops or USB sticks, smart
office projectors now bring a wealth of information
from the cloud to meeting rooms and hybrid work
sessions.
In both situations, the change is huge. Projectors
of the past were just as passive as non-smart TVs.
Now they’re smart and interactive, which in business
settings means enhanced collaboration, more
intuitive usage for employees, and great support for
recent trends like the rise of hybrid meetings and
virtual, remote attendance.
MICHAEL: Projectors are getting brighter, smaller
and quieter, and moving towards increased
resolution and higher frame rates. Our range of
new RGB pure laser projection systems offer these
advantages, in addition to greater installation
flexibility. This includes omnidirectional mounting for
various applications such as live events, rental and
staging, large-scale projection mapping and theme
parks.
Christie’s suite of software solutions provides
customers with the creative freedom to put pixels
anywhere and keep them in check. Christie
Mystique, an automated camera-based alignment
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Epson projectors at Resorts World Manila, Philippines

and recalibration solution, helps to quickly install,
align calibrate and maintain multi-projector
systems. Christie Guardian, an optional feature of
Mystique, monitors a blended projection system
for misalignment, quickly and invisibly correcting
the system even while content is playing. Christie
Conductor, for full control over large deployments of
projectors including real time monitoring of up to 256
projectors.
What is the future for projectors?
TA LOONG: The future is bright for projectors.
About five to ten years ago, many believed that the
advent of LED and LCD foretold the death of the
projector. Fortunately, they were wrong as projectors
have continued to flourish and grow. We see more
applications that require projectors with each
passing day. It seems unlikely for LEDs and LCDs
to replace the projector permanently as projectors
have certain functions that may not be available on
LEDs and LCDs. For example, exhibitors can create
shadows or cast on 3D objects with projectors when
creating digital art or projection mapping.
Barco believes that projectors, LEDs and LCDs
each possess unique strengths. LEDs, LCDs and
projectors can complement each other to provide a
more curated experience to audiences, depending
on the vision of the exhibitor. It is less of a matter
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of figuring out which technology is superior but
rather an understanding of which technology is most
suitable for application in terms of curation.
MICHAEL: We expect that RGB pure laser projectors
will continue to be the preferred projection choice
for large-scale applications, as it provides the best
colour reproduction, excellent contrast, reliable
illumination performance and the ability to operate
at high frequencies. We will also see the projector
form-factor become smaller, with software leading the
trend for increased easier operation, management
and maintaining of projectors.
As a market leader, Christie is continuously looking
for opportunities to improve as technology evolves
and illumination becomes smaller and brighter.
AMY: Epson has been in the projector market since
1MY9 and as a market leader, we will continue to
drive more innovation into the market. Epson hopes
to be able to improve the quality of life of users
through our projection technologies. We believe in
the development of new products and new markets
to continue to stay indispensable. We also strongly
believe that projectors will continue to stay relevant
in people’s daily lives as projection technology
continues to evolve and develop to cater to different
users’ requirements.
JULY 2021
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Barco

The Barco G100 is a single-chip projector with native
WUXGA resolution. It comes in three brightness
variants that enable advanced image quality to
impress with pioneering projections indoors and
outdoors. The Barco G100 is a budget-friendly
projector range that meets Barco's high-quality
standards and customer requirements in terms of
brightness, technical versatility, and sustainability.
The range expands and diversifies Barco's projector
hardware options for venue owners across the region
and empowers them to create new, innovative visual
displays. The G100 projector features carefully
selected components that lower power consumption,
extend light source lifetime and limit the ecological
footprint of the device. The Barco G100 series
strengthens and diversifies Barco's projector
hardware offering for media-based attractions such
as planetariums and theme parks.
Building on our expertise with cinema projectors,
we’re also launching two new projectors in
September 2021, which will bring Hollywoodworthy experiences to theme parks and other
visitor attractions. The XDM and XDX enable
immersive projections with extra-ordinary RGB colour
performances and exceptional native 4K quality.
Excelling in image quality, efficiency and reliability,
they exceed expectations in every sense! Keep your
eyes open in 2021 for the X-factor of the XDM and
XDX!

EH600 Wireless Android-based Smart Projector
for Business | 3500lm, 1080P. Convenience made
easier through wireless connections, built-in business
apps, and over-the-air firmware updates.
Wireless projection & mirroring capabilities across
various platforms (Mac/iOS, Android, or PC) for
simple and easy presentations. Wireless projector
with internet connectivity and USB reading to easily
show your ideas during huddle sessions.

EW800ST Wireless Short-Throw Android-based
Smart Projector for Business | 3300lm, WXGA.
Convenience made easier through wireless
connections, built-in business apps, and over-the-air
firmware updates. Wireless projection & mirroring
capabilities across various platforms (Mac/iOS,
Android, or PC) for simple and easy presentations
Wireless projector with internet connectivity and USB
reading to easily show your ideas during huddle
sessions.
BenQ

Barco
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Christie Inspire Series is a family of fixed zoom lens
1DLP laser projectors in three brightness options
designed for small to mid-sized environments,
including classrooms, boardrooms, museums,
houses of worship and more. The Inspire Series
offers professional-grade features in a budgetfriendly package. A range of brightness options,
starting at 6000 lumens, as well as 7200 lumens and
8100 ANSI lumen options (7150, 8500, and 9600 ISO
lumens respectively), brings bold images in WUXGA
resolution to any application. With laser illumination,
the Inspire Series offers up to 20,000 hours of lowmaintenance operation to 50% brightness.
The Inspire Series can be easily integrated
into spaces that require a simplified projection
solution with AMX and Crestron connectivity. The
Inspire Series’ runs whisper quiet and has omnidirectional installation capabilities which allows
for added installation flexibility. The Inspire Series
offers a winning combination of low-maintenance
performance and value, without sacrificing advanced
capabilities. Motorized lenses offer easy zoom, focus
and offset by remote control, and the DWU960ST-iS
8100 ANSI lumen model is one of the brightest short
throw projectors currently available.
The new series goes beyond standard projector
blending with Christie Twist, a proprietary built-in
image warping and blending software for up to six
arrayed projectors and up to 81 grid control points.
This is compatible with Christie Mystique Lite, an
automated camera-based alignment software for up
to three Christie projectors. Mystique Lite is available
for download at no additional cost.

The new Christie Griffyn 4K32-RGB continues
the Christie tradition of delivering industry leading
projection technology for theme parks, sports
venues, and other large venue environments. It is an
all-in-one RGB pure laser projector using Christie’s
proprietary RGB laser architecture with integrated
cooling.
With omnidirectional capabilities, and the
ruggedness rental and staging customers
demand, the Griffyn 4K32-RGB includes patented
next-generation Trulife+ all-in-one electronics,
delivering standard native 4K resolution at 60Hz. An
upgradeable 3D option with high frame rate (HFR)
performance, or the Mirage option offering 2K at
240Hz and 480Hz, immerses audiences in smooth,
high-detailed and ultra-realistic video content.
Combine that with unrestricted connectivity that
eliminates the hassle of removable option cards and
you have a purpose- built projector that exceeds the
needs of even the most demanding applications.
The Griffyn 4K32-RGB is Christie’s first projector to
offer new digital convergence which gives users
the ability to select red, green, or blue individually
and adjust each colour by remote control, for easy
picture-perfect image alignment that saves time and
money. Griffyn 4K32-RGB produces an exceptionally
wide colour gamut, achieving greater than 96% of
the Rec. 2020 colour space—more than twice the
colour of Rec. 709 -capable with laser phosphor
projectors—for a richer, more memorable audience
experience. Weighing only 175 pounds (79.5 kg)
the projector offers exceptional colour, sound
performance below 46dB at its full brightness of
34,000 lumens, and superior video processing.
Christie
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EB-L730U

The EB- L520U, EB-L630U, EB-L630SU and EBL730U is a new series of corporate and education
laser projector range that offers bright, large-screen
projection solutions for work, learning and even for
retail and events. This advanced line-up supports
WUXGA display resolution, boasts of outstanding
image quality and comes with features that enhance
usability and connectivity. The short-throw model EBL630SU also gives users the option to project content
in tight spaces.
All models in this series comes with Super Resolution
and Detail Enhancement features, which allow the
projectors to deliver sharp contours and improved
visibility for fine patterns and small letters. Combined
with a colour and white light output of 5200 up
to 7000 lumens, these projectors ensure that all
participants in classrooms or meeting rooms can
enjoy vibrant projections in greater detail.
The EB-L630U, EB-L630SU, and EB-L730U make
casting images easy through built-in Wi-Fi and
Miracast support, allowing classroom or meeting
participants to share content from any smart device.
All of the models in this new projector range can also
benefit from the simple integration to Epson’s new
Wireless Presentation Systems—the ELPWP10 and
ELPWP20—that offer a modern and user-friendly
means to communicate in collaborative environments
such as classrooms, huddle spaces and conference
rooms.
ELPWP10 works with specific Epson projectors
with a built-in transmitter receiving function, while
the ELPWP20 comes with a base station that works
with any display product. These fuss-free wireless
presentation systems remove the clutter of messy
cables, prevent additional installations, and saves the
user from confusing network settings.
JULY 2021
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Epson’s range of LightScene projectors has a
new addition with the launch of EV-110 and EV115 Accent Lighting 3LCD Laser Projectors. Now,
engaging customers with vibrant projection signages
that melt into surroundings is made possible.
Built with a sleek, spotlight design that blends
discreetly into any setting, these LightScene
projectors deliver creative visual experiences for
various entertainment and lifestyle spaces. Available
in white (EV-110) and black (EV-115), these
projectors can captivate audiences with dynamic
contents not bound by surfaces or frames, as often
experienced with conventional flat panel displays.
Users could choose to further engage customers
with interactive contents as both the EV-110 and
EV-115 models are now able to support basic
interactivity with its General Purpose Input (GPI)
connectivity. This feature allows users to integrate
motion sensors with the projectors and combine
simple interactivity with projection signages. As such,
it can help create a more captivating environment by
automatically starting a playlist as people approach
the projector. This key feature adds an extra layer
of engagement with customers, hence creating a
memorable experience.
Epson’s new LightScene projectors offer more
projection flexibility. The ball joint structure of the
LightScene EV-110 series allows 360-degree rotation
of the projectors, enabling users to project content
onto floors, ceilings, or walls, giving users greater
options for placement of projection contents. Both
distinctive and attractive, the EV-110 and EV-115
offer an elegant projection signage solution for
businesses to leave a different and fresh impression
on any customer.
Epson
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Spreading the Excitement of Prysm Spectrum

Prysm Systems, as we all know, introduced the industry to the revolutionary laser-powered phosphor display
(LPD) technology, carving out a distinct world of its own. Like most other AV technology giants, the Milpitas,
California-headquartered major too has a special focus on India and APAC regions, and now with a renewed
activism, it has a new Senior Sales Director taking the cause forward. SI Asia interacted with GANESH
KUMAR to know what he, and the LPD major are up to in the region. Excerpts:
SI Asia: Your coming
onboard Prysm
happened in the
thick of the Covid
lockdowns and
restrictions. How
challenging, and or,
exciting was that?
GANESH: I agree, the pandemic has disrupted our
way of working, in response to which new working
arrangements are being explored, home office being
a perfect example. However, Prysm Systems already
has its future-proof solutions in their offerings which
are a perfect fit for the current hybrid workplace
scenarios. Prysm Systems holds a very unique place
in the large format interactive display domain with
its collaboration capabilities. I am, therefore, really
excited in joining Prysm Systems at this juncture,
and bringing this cutting-edge technology to our
customers.
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SI Asia: We assume it's a new profile created to
contribute to Prysm's cause in Indian marketcould you explain?
GANESH: This profile was an already-existing
one, but there had been some good amount of
restructuring in our sales organisation aimed at
reinforced focus towards emerging markets like
India. Gladly for us, we already have a strong
installation base in India, and we foresee the
trend going up post-pandemic period. So, it’s very
important for us to maintain and strengthen our
existing relationships and get new client-relationships
on board.
SI Asia: What is the positioning of Prysm Systems
in India like market cap, competition. etc?
GANESH: Prysm Systems’ solutions are tailor-made
for engagements that take place in a boardroom, a
briefing centre, a war room, an innovation centre,
JULY 2021
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or a conference room. We are gaining traction in
NOC and SOC applications as well as the education
segment where collaborating across remote locations
is turning out to be the new norm.
We are working closely with our partners, system
integrators, consultants and influencers in bringing
our solutions across India. Prysm solutions are
world-class, and constantly evolving to meet the
needs of the customers. We engage directly with
our customers to understand their use cases, and
experiences; we do not go in with the preconceived
notions of shoehorning our solutions for their projects.
Our offerings are truly end-to-end solutions that are
aimed at improving the experience and productivity
for our customers.
SI Asia: Competition not necessarily from similar
feature solutions, but from different solution
providers like microLED panel makers et al?
GANESH: Prysm Systems provide a complete
display and software solution, purposefully built to
deliver high-impact, interactive engagements for inroom participants that effortlessly extend to remote
participants. Our proprietary Laser Phosphor Display
(LPD) Technology has been custom engineered
to be the most brand-worthy large-scale display
on the market. It is the world’s largest singlepanel interactive display and comes equipped
with purpose-built software designed to up-level
high value presentations and critical collaboration
sessions between on-premises and remote locations.
We are the only manufacturer to provide such a
compelling value proposition to customers in this
space.

SPOTLIGHT
consultant and end-customers from concept to
commissioning and on-going training.
Also, we have dedicated customer success team
focussing on the adoption programme to share
product capabilities, conduct demos, provide usecase sessions etc. This empowers our customers to
utilise the complete capabilities of our solution.
We have been conducting quite a lot of virtual demos
to our systems integrators and end -customer to
showcase the true collaboration capabilities, which
Prysm Systems can offer. The response has been
overwhelming. Currently, Prysm Systems Customer
Experience Centres are located in Bengaluru, and
Mumbai; shortly we will have another CEC opening
up in Delhi too. By expanding this stretch of our
presence, access to Prysm Systems solutions
in India is made further easy to the customers
contributing to easy and increased sales.
SI Asia: What are your priorities- in the immediate
term, and near future?
GANESH: Our immediate priority is to focus on
India, and SAARC market geographies, and
implement our growth strategies. We are working
on a comprehensive plan to improve our customer
satisfaction level. We are very confident that this
programme will definitely provide a great experience
to our customers at each and every touch point. Also,
we will explore other markets in the APAC region to
strengthen our presence in the near future.

SI Asia: What particular strengths you think will
drive Prysm market in the country?
GANESH: In addition to the product capabilities
and our focus on R&D, our team in India plays a
very critical role in driving Prysm Systems. We have
put in lot of efforts in building an agile customer
centric team across all functions including sales,
technical support and after sales support. We have
in-house resources to support our system integrators,
JULY 2021
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Are you Missing Out on Opportunities in the Control
Room Segment?
New requirements and smart city projects to fuel growth of control rooms
Within the above verticals,
Smart Cities driven by
governments is witnessing
significant growth.
According to Facts and
Factors new research report,
global Smart Cities Market
was estimated at USD
83.10 billion in 2019 and
is expected to reach USD
297.7 billion by 2026 at a
compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 20% from 2019 to
2026”.

The control room segment is a bright spark in the
AV world. Surveys from various organisations point
to solid growth in control room spaces within AsiaPacific, offering genuine opportunities for system
integrators.
According to FutureSouce Consulting Insights on
control rooms, the control room installation base
is expected to grow from 66,000 control rooms
worldwide in 2018 to reach nearly 76,000 rooms by
2025. The majority of growth will be centred in the
APAC region, particularly in countries like China,
India and Malaysia.
The report highlights that control rooms, equipped
with video walls and hosting content management
infrastructures, are dominated by four main verticals.
‘Government and military’ are the largest, followed by
‘transportation’, ‘energy and utilities’, ‘corporate and
industrial’. Together, these four segments make up
more than 88% of the total market.
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APAC leads the way in Smart
Cities projects. China has
started a staggering 500
smart city pilot projects1. The
Indian government has also stepped up its efforts
through its Smart Cities Mission programme that
provides USD 14 billion to kick-start the development
of 100 smart cities2. During the 32nd ASEAN Summit
which took place in March 2018, Singapore’s Prime
Minister Lee Hsien Loong proposed an ASEAN Smart
Cities Network initiative (ASCN) - a proposal which
was approved by all members of the bloc and has
since been in place. Hanoi, Phuket, Kuala Lumpur,
Jakarta, Manila and Singapore have already kicked
off some of the smart cities projects with more
projects in the pipeline3.
According to the Facts and Factors report, the
Smart Cities market is witnessing significant growth
owing to the high demand for public safety, rising
government initiatives & public-private-partnership
models.
One immediate example of public safety relates to
the current pandemic, which has highlighted the
critical role of control rooms. Monitoring the spread of
JULY 2021
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the virus within countries and enforcing of lockdowns
has become efficient because of control rooms.
Technologies like video walls, wireless presentation
systems, video surveillance systems, network-based
control systems and others help in surveying large
chunks of areas seamlessly.
“The current COVID-19
pandemic is an example
of how control rooms are
critical. Control rooms
often became the central
intelligence hubs for
hospitals, emergency
services, crowd control
and many other critical
operations. Control rooms for crisis management is
a great way to keep key target areas in check,” said
Olivier Croly, Senior Vice President, Barco APAC.
Other than public safety and security, governments
are also using smart technologies to monitor city
infrastructures and managing everything from
transportation, energy, and utilities.
“Governments have
been pushing for smart
cities to manage assets,
resources and processes
efficiently to benefit
both the public and the
environment. Control
rooms are an integral
part of smart cities as
they enable monitoring of large spaces, analysing
various incoming data, and making quick decisions
if issues crop up. Therefore, it is not surprising that
as Smart cities grow, the control room segment will
grow in tandem,” said Jordan Heldrich, Segment
Marketing Manager of Control Rooms, Barco.
Evolving Technology Requirements
With big data, especially in Smart City environments,
it will be necessary to control, distribute and manage
much more information, resulting in a shift towards
IP solutions as it allows for easier connectivity to
JULY 2021
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other IP-enabled source inputs such as cameras
and sensors. With IP solutions, there will also be
an emphasis by organisations on ensuring secure
transmissions.
Jordan added, “With the new shift towards IP
solutions, other than new control room projects,
there are also tremendous opportunities with
legacy projects as they may require an overhaul
as demands outstrip the capabilities of the control
rooms.”
Another term floating around for a few years now
concerning control rooms – ‘Operator-centric’
solutions. As operators are the heart of the
operations, there has been a focused approach on
how operators access and manipulate the increasing
amount of data they need to monitor. Organisations
also continue to look at improving productivity and
reducing fatigue for control room operators.
“It has become imperative for operators to work in
a clutter-free environment,” said Jordan. “Fewer
keypads and mouse on an operator’s desk is now
possible with a shift to software solutions.”
System integrators need to be alert to the
increasingly evolving change in technology
requirements as new requirements push technology
boundaries. Working with companies whose solutions
are future ready is one way for system integrators to
be ahead of the curve.
System Integrators Invited to Collaborate with
Barco
Among the many solution providers, Barco is unique
in that it offers end-to-end solutions across the whole
signal chain in the control room. Barco has been
involved in the control room segment for 30 years
and has used its extensive experience to introduce
state-of-the-art solutions to match current and future
needs. These include their innovative operator
workspace solution OpSpace, their renowned
distributed content management platform TransForm
N with additional SecureStream feature, and of
course their industry-leading 24/7 large video wall
solutions.
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“As we know, the AV and IT fields are merging.
Barco foresaw this shift in demand for networkbased solutions a few years back. We are positive
that we can offer integrators the highest-value and
secure technology systems for deployment in control
rooms,” highlighted Jordan.

“Barco is also one of the few manufacturers that offer
the three dominant video wall technologies: rearprojection cubes (RPCs), tiled LCD, and direct view
LED, with new next-generation video wall products
in the pipeline,” said Jordan. “We can offer the best
possible solution for every customer, depending on
requirements, usage, and budget.”
Bottom line, Barco’s approach to control room
solutions has always been to provide the full portfolio
to ‘view better, share faster, resolve quicker’.
With Barco, system integrators can install all the
critical solutions required for a control room or offer
piece-meal solutions for specific requirements with
the knowledge that reliability and 24/7 support from
Barco is a given.

Barco’s OpSpace offers clutter-free workdesk for operators

Barco’s OpSpace for instance, is set to revolutionize
the operator’s work-desk. It offers system integrators
the opportunity to help organisations create a single
workspace. All relevant information can be consulted
and manipulated within a single pixel space, with
just one mouse and keyboard. OpSpace reduces
the clutter and brings simplicity back to the workflow,
both on-screen and on the desk.
Barco’s SecureStream media streaming solution
makes sharing content and video from the control
room to external stakeholders (and vice versa) easy
and secure. With the overview of available sources,
control room operators can simply drag and drop
content into a SecureStream channel and then
provide the needed website link to the receivers. The
content can be video, data, or even a customized
layout of content.
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“We would like to invite system integrators to
collaborate with us for their next control room project.
The span of solutions that Barco can offer in the
control room segment is unmatched. Encompassing
the latest technologies such as Cloud, Barco
solutions are future-ready. With APAC expected to
lead the number of control room installations, the time
is ripe for system integrators to partner Barco to offer
their clients the best-in-class control room solutions,”
concluded Olivier Croly, Senior Vice President, Barco
APAC.
If you are interested in visiting Barco’s
Experience Centre or understanding Barco’s
solutions and connecting with a Barco control
room professional to collaborate on a project,
click HERE.
1. Chia Je Lin, “Five Chinese smart cities leading the way”,
GovInsider, 10 July 2018
2. Smart Cities Mission, Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs,
Government of India
3. Top 10 Smart Cities in ASEAN.

This article is sponsored by Barco.
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Let Your CFO Evaluate Your Video Collaboration Tools
At the turn of this century when the Internet was just beginning to pervade the globe,
the world had acknowledged that Internet was no longer a luxury; it was a necessary
infrastructure. It’s the time and tide of video-conferencing now. However, it’s not like
any VC set-up will do anything. It does need a methodology for a methodical business
persuasion. Take those nuances from Varun Nair, Product Head-B2B (India & SWAsia),
Logitech Electronics.
Video conferencing has become an integral part
of doing business in the 21st century. Just about
every Fortune 500 company in the world has a
professional video conferencing system, from much
before COVID. It enables companies’ executives to
conduct a fully visual communication with clients
and colleagues anywhere and anytime. Moreover,
a video conference can save money and reduce
environmental footprint in often surprising (but
significant) ways.
After the pandemic struck the world, almost all
businesses have been compelled to use video
conferencing technology as a necessary means
to keep their operations in motion. But in most
cases, the implementation of video conferencing
has been ad-hoc and carried out primarily by the
IT department. Going forward, such technologies
should be a part of a deliberate strategy by the
company, and hence need more senior executive
buy-in, especially from CFOs.

First, let us look at the financial challenges that face
each of our organisations due to the pandemic, and
then we see how implementing video conferencing
solutions can help mitigate those challenges.
We all know that the uncertain looming future in
economy is staring at us post-covid. Cost effective
planning is the need of the hour for every company
to survive. But apart from just cost-cutting, this is also
the time when organisations can gain a competitive
edge in the market if prudent steps are taken.
So, how do companies do that? One way to do that
is to reduce head count, and unfortunately most
companies resort to that option as their first move
for cost-cutting. While in the short run, this sounds
good on paper, but the downside of such a move is
manifold. The employee morale of those that are still
in the company goes down, and productivity losses
may begin to creep in. Moreover, when companies
need a particular critical work to be done, they will
fall short of employees, and re-hiring new staff then
would a costly exercise.
But, what if companies could optimize costs in other
areas of expenses- while boosting the productivity?
That’s the critical thought every organization needs to
ideate.
• Travel Costs add up quickly. Holding a video
call can eliminate costs for employee transportation,
hotels, and meals. Customer entertainment expenses
disappear. Reducing travel costs for just one
employee far outweighs the expense of a VC system
that can be used by the entire company, if it is a
small enterprise.
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• Real Estate Costs can come down drastically as
companies downsize office spaces, since most of
the workforce can handle their tasks remotely today.
Instead the office space should be re-designed
as meeting hubs instead of work spots. FlexiWork
should be the new normal with employees working
from anywhere and from any device.

more and more governments across the globe may
try to curb global warming with financial incentives.
So with increased penetration of video conferencing
within the companies and with clients, there would
be meaningful and quantifiable impact in reducing
energy consumption, waste production, and even
food wastages.

• Scaling of Operations with increased RoI is the
new competitive edge. How would you like to have
dedicated small sales teams across the country at
different locations, and no extra infrastructure cost?
Yes, you can be in two places at once. Several,
actually. And it’s all thanks to VC. The implications for
productivity are huge, and video conferencing lends
companies and individuals the capability that was
missing all the while in phone calls, and messaging
to put points across over a visual medium in Real
Time. In short, there will be more interaction and less
distraction.

That is not all, however. There is a point that matters
to the CFO; the Accounting, and the Finance wing
of organisations. The various challenges faced by
finance teams in such a situation as pandemic are
aplenty, as the whole company’s business success
depends on quick judgments by the finance teams
to restructure their work as well as seamlessly
manage the balance sheets of the organization in
times of such a turmoil, when many staff members
are unfortunately being laid off, and regulations are
changing as well as thin order books from clients.

• Rapid Outreach helps with efficiency like never
before. Have something you need to communicate
right away? Convening a video conference is the
quick solution. With VC there’s no need to get all the
key players in one place. Demo the latest product
design. Deliver critical info. Set goals, quotas,
deadlines or strategic changes. All with the added
visual impact that had been missing from a one-onone phone conference. Further, frequent budget
reviews might also be on top of the CFO's mind
these challenging times to have a close monitoring
of company's cashflows, and VC is here to serve.
Bottomline is that VC lets participant users get critical
info to key personnel with added impact within quick
time.
• Environmental Green Points are there to be
earned. Although this does not help in the costcontrol of a company, there is a likelihood that these
benefits might also lead to tax benefits and ‘carbon
credits.’ For, reducing carbon footprint is top on the
agenda for most countries on the planet today, and

Finance functions even though highly sensitive had
to rapidly adapt to sustain core operations and
processes remotely.
Here are the three main challenges faced by finance
teams during this crisis that can be sped up with the
efficient use of collaboration tools.
1) Identify, and update policies to rapidly adapt to
new regulatory requirements
2) Redesigning Core Finance Processes
3) Use routine meetings and group channels to
keep employee productivity high
Finance leaders who are navigating the “new normal”
in their organizations may find that certain changes
in work culture will lead to significant long-term
efficiencies and improvements. The accelerated
adoption of a virtual workforce will lead to greater
efficiency and competitive edge over the long
term. This is why CFOs need to be a part of large
technological adoptions in any organization.
Logitech

In times of COVID-19, Financial Management teams have started facing unprecedented challenges.
A combination of rapidly changing guidance & regulations, social distancing mandates and market
turbulence meant traditional modes of working are no longer feasible.
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SINGAPORE

SUTD Relies on Epson Projectors for Effective
Learning and Collaboration
Over 220 Epson projectors installed around the SUTD campus

FACTFILE
Project Name: Singapore University of
Technology and Design
Project Location: Singapore
Project Segment: Education
Project Highlight: Variety of desktop,
interactive, short-throw and high-brightness
projectors
Project Objectives: Minimal maintenance of
projectors, ease-of-use and large format
display
Project AV Main Brand: Epson
JULY 2021

The Singapore University of Technology and
Design (SUTD) is the fourth autonomous university
in Singapore. It is also the only university presently
situated on the eastern side of Singapore. SUTD is
a top emerging engineering school globally with the
ambition to be a leading research-intensive global
university focused on technology and all elements of
technology-based design.
SUTD started life in an interim campus in 2012 and
moved to its permanent space in January 2015.
The SUTD campus was designed by DP Architects
Pte Ltd in collaboration with UNStudio from
Amsterdam, featuring a green design with fluid lines
and curves. Here is something to note - Hong Kong
action movie star Jackie Chan had gifted four ancient
Chinese structures which have been purposefully
integrated within the campus.
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The university has a number of locations ranging
from classrooms to meeting rooms that required
visual displays for better presentation and
collaboration. The Audio-Visual department of the
Office of Information Technology, decided that
projectors would best meet their needs.

2 units of Epson’s EB-L510U – 5,000 lumens, WUXGA,
3LCD laser desktop laser projectors are installed for front
projection at each of the cohort classrooms

SUTD currently features over 220 Epson projectors
on its campus, ranging from desktop, interactive to
short-throws and high-brightness projectors. SUTD
also has the honour of being the first in the region to
install Epson’s 30,000 lumens projector.
Tan May Lin,
Director, Epson
Sales Division,
is pleased that
SUTD continues
to have faith in
Epson projectors.
“Epson is proud to
partner with SUTD.
We are happy that
SUTD continues
to have confidence in our projectors over the years
as we meet their evolving needs. The university
has a range of our projectors from interactive,
desktop to high brightness that span from 3,500
to 30,000 lumens. These projectors are deployed
across the campus from classrooms, labs, lecture
theatres to the auditorium. Our projectors offer large
display screen size with sharp, vibrant images. As
a leader in 3LCD technology, Epson helps facilitate
learning, collaboration and enhanced experiences of
performances and events at SUTD.”
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5 units of EB-695Wi – 3,500 lumens, WXGA, 3LCD ultra
short throw interactive lamp projectors are installed for
collaboration at each of the cohort classroom

There are 12 cohort classrooms in SUTD. The
classrooms are used for project discussions and
breakout sessions. Each cohort classroom features 2
units of Epson’s EB-L510U – 5,000 lumens, WUXGA,
desktop laser and 5 units of EB-695Wi – 3,500
lumens, WXGA, ultra short throw interactive lamp
models. The projectors installed enable ease of
sharing and discussions. The advantage of having
the ultra short throw models is that they ensure
that the classroom space is maximised and offer
easy viewing and readability with its large image
projection for all in the classroom.
2 units of the Epson EB-695Wi projectors are also
installed in each of the three Automation, Robotics
and Mechatronics (ARMS) labs. Regular classrooms
JULY 2021
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and meeting rooms also feature the Epson EB-L510U
projectors. Some of the meeting rooms include the
Epson EB-970 – 4,000 lumens, XGA, desktop lamp
models while other meeting rooms feature Epson EB800F – 5,000 lumens, WUXGA, ultra short throw laser
projectors.
2 units of Epson EB-L1505UHNL – 12,000 lumens,
WUXGA, laser projectors are installed in the
Fabrication lab.
The mix of lamp-based and laser-based projectors
is due to the university switching in phases from the
original lamp-based projectors purchased earlier to
laser-based projectors. As the lamp-based projectors
are still in proper working conditions, the university
will replace them with laser-based projectors in the
coming years.
1 unit of Epson EB-700U – 4,000 lumens, WUXGA,
ultra short throw laser projector is installed in each
of the 10 CAPSTONE classrooms. The Capstone
classroom brings together students from different
pillars to work in design teams, contributing their
respective expertise and skills to solve real-world
challenges. It also provides them with a realistic
design situation where projects usually span multiple

INSTALLATION
disciplines and require team-based efforts to create
a solution.
Three of the Lecture Theatres feature 2 units each of
the Epson EB-L1100U/UNL – 6,000 lumens, WUXGA,
laser projectors. There is one more unit installed at
the Intelligence, Innovation and Interconnection (i3)
Lab. The 50-seater i3 Lab is a multi-functional space
used by faculty, students and prospective students
for their classes, labs, student projects, research or
outreach workshops.
Another Lecture Theatre features 2 units of Epson
EB-L1495UNL - 9,000 lumens, WUXGA, laser
projectors with Epson ELPLL08 long-throw lenses.
The largest Lecture Theatre (LT1) features 3 units of
Epson EB-L20000UNL – 20,000 lumens, WUXGA,
laser projectors. LT1 has a seating capacity of 500
and is used for large combined lectures, guest
lectures and is the secondary event venue after the
auditorium for internal events like SUTD’s Townhall.
“As a key venue within SUTD, the need for a high
lumens projector with Full HD resolution capability
is crucial in meeting current event technical
requirements. This is the reason we went with the

3 units of Epson EB-L20000UNL – 20,000 lumens, WUXGA,3LCD laser projectors are installed at the Lecture Theatre 1
JULY 2021
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20,000 lumens projectors
fitted with the mediumthrow Epson ELPLM14
lenses,” said Jason
Philip Dean, Manager,
Audio-Visual, Office of
Information Technology,
SUTD.
First Epson 30,000
Lumens Projector in
Region
SUTD has the distinct
honour of being the first
organisation to install Epson EB-L30000UNL - 30,000
lumens, high brightness laser projector in the region.
The projector is fitted with a medium-throw ELPLM14
lens.
Jason commented, “SUTD’s auditorium seats
around 1,100 including at the mezzanine level.
The auditorium is our core venue for major internal
and external events. Example of events held here
includes our freshman inauguration and matriculation
ceremony, graduation ceremony and open house
events. We have also had multiple government and
private events held here.

SYSTEMS
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The distance between the last seat and the stage
screen is approximately 30 metres. Needless to say,
we needed the projector to have high resolution and
brightness and the ability to project large images
sharply. We are pleased that Epson’s 30,000 lumens
projector met more than our expectations. We have
received glowing feedback about the quality of the
images projected.”
Hafiz Bin Hasnol, Senior
Associate, Audio-Visual,
Office of Information
Technology, added, “The
Epson 30,000 lumens
projector has an instant
ON. There is no need to
wait for the projector to
warm up, which is very
useful when time is tight.
In addition, even with the
house lights operating
at 100%, the images are
still sharp and clear. This
is useful in certain circumstances when we need to
operate with the house lights on.”

The SUTD Auditorium features the region’s first Epson EB-L30000UNL - 30,000 lumens, WUXGA, High Brightness laser
projector
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The 1,100 seat auditorium featuring Epson’s 30,000 lumens projector fitted with a medium-throw ELPLM14 lens

Why Epson?
Taking responsibility for the recommendation,
installation and integration of the Epson projectors
in SUTD was established systems integrator ElectroAcoustics Systems (EAS).
“We recommended Epson projectors to SUTD
because of their wide range of projector types,
resolution, lumens, and lens coverage, which we
felt would fulfil the needs of the various room types
in the university. Epson projectors have also proven
to be reliable in the projects we have been involved
with. Whenever proof of concept is required, Epson
projectors have performed very well, including
stress tests on site. This has given us confidence
in recommending Epson projectors,” said Lam Tze
Tze, Executive Director of EAS.
The projectors are installed in the Cohort classrooms,
Labs, Lecture Theatres, meeting rooms and the
auditorium.

JULY 2021

Lam Tze Tze added,
“Due to the unique
classroom designs,
the form factor of the
projector was also a
consideration, and
especially the Epson
ultra short-throw
projectors was a
perfect fit for the cohort
classrooms. Besides,
at SUTD, students are
required to produce 3D
modelling textures and
material rendering for their presentations. Therefore,
high colour reproduction of colour hue, saturation
and brightness for presentation is essential to
produce true colour and tone, which again was
easily achieved by the Epson projectors.”
www.epson.com.sg/laser-projectors
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DUBAI

Modulo Pi’s Media Servers Power Infinity des Lumières
The GCC’s largest and most advanced digital art gallery will bring to life artworks
of the most iconic painters and contemporary artists

Van Gogh’s art piece from Starry Night

FACTFILE
Project Name: Infinity des Lumières
Project Location: Dubai Mall, Dubai, UAE
Project Segment: Fitness
Project Collaborators: InfinityArt and
Culturespaces Digital
Project System Integrator: Cadmos
Project AV Key Brand: 130 units of Barco
projectors and 40+ Modulo Kinetic media
servers
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The GCC’s largest and most advanced digital art
gallery is scheduled to open on 1st July 2021.
Located in Dubai, UAE, Infinity des Lumières will
bring to life artworks of the most iconic painters and
contemporary artists. To make this immersive art
experience happen, a solid AV system has been
installed with 130 video-projectors, 58 speakers, and
+40 x Modulo Kinetic media servers by Modulo Pi.
Infinity des Lumières is the fruit of the collaboration
between InfinityArt, and Culturespaces Digital,
leading creator of digital art centers, including the
renowned Atelier des Lumières in Paris.
Located in the iconic Dubai Mall in Downtown
Dubai, Infinity des Lumières will offer a memorable
multi-sensory experience. Spread across an area of
2,700 sqm, visitors can submerge themselves into
Van Gogh’s The Starry Night, Dreamed Japan “The
JULY 2021
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A visual presentation from Dreamed Japan collection

Images Of The Floating World”, and an exclusive
digital creation, Verse by Thomas Vanz.
This dynamic approach to art relies on a monumental
projection on walls and floor. The 3,300 sqm
projection area is powered by 130 x Barco videoprojectors, as well as 39 x Modulo Kinetic media
servers by Modulo Pi. The kit consists in 3 x Modulo
Kinetic Designer workstations, and 36 x Modulo
Kinetic V-Node servers equipped with 4 outputs.
Since the opening of Atelier des Lumières, Modulo
Kinetic has become the exclusive media server
for the digital art centers by Culturespaces Digital:
Carrières de Lumières (Les Baux-de-Provence,
France), Bunker de Lumières (Jeju island, South
Korea), Bassins de Lumières (Bordeaux, France),
and now Infinity des Lumières (Dubai, UAE).
For Infinity des Lumières, the project technical study
and AV integration was managed by Cadmos. If
teams of Cadmos are familiar with Modulo Kinetic,
working with the media server was a first for Steve
Critchley, Head of Audio Visual at Infinity des
Lumières: “I’ve worked with rock solid hardware and
software media servers for 10 to 15 years, but I never
worked with Modulo Kinetic before. At first, it worried
me, but then I started playing with it and I loved it”
says Critchley.
JULY 2021

As a fully integrated media server solution, Modulo
Kinetic can be used across the complete workflow,
including study, simulation, edge blending and
warping, as well as show control.
Starry Night, Dreamed Japan and Verse exhibitions,
will run simultaneously at Infinity des Lumières,
guiding visitors through diverse imaginative worlds,
where images come to life as a wondrous animated
symphony of light, colour, sound, movement and
rhythm. The three exhibitions represent a total
duration of 62 minutes played by Modulo Kinetic.
To deliver a seamless projection across the +240
million pixels canvas, teams of Infinity des Lumières
could rely on Modulo Kinetic’s warping tools,
including 3D calibration as well as the X-Map, an
exclusive 2D mapping function available in Modulo Pi
media servers. Maintaining a seamless projection is
quite a challenge in this particular venue as explains
Critchley: “The building moves a lot because we are
in a mall. It causes a huge amount of movements. It
is also due to the heat difference between the inside
and the outside, as well as during the day and the
night.”
To optimize the warping process, several technicians
could simultaneously work with the Modulo Kinetic
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A visual presentation from Dreamed Japan collection

Warp Remote application to handle geometry from
their laptop, while being close to the projection areas.
Besides video, Modulo Kinetic handles 23 x audio
channels through Dante soundcard to play the
soundtrack of each exhibition. Show control is
also performed through Modulo Kinetic and allows
to control the video-projectors, as well as 52 x
architectural lighting systems, and 27 x service
lights: “With very little training experience with
Modulo Kinetic, we’ve been able to pick it up, run
with it, and produce our own show control. Show
control is one of my favourite things. The UI is just
brilliant” says Critchley. On this project, Modulo
Kinetic communicates with external devices through
a variety of protocols including OSC, UDP, TCP or
Art-Net.
Using the media server’s UI Designer, the AV team
could easily create custom show control panels to
launch a variety of tasks from any device. “I have
a custom UI on my phone, so when I am doing site
visits, I can jump around wherever I need to, I can
launch or stop elements of the show” comments
Critchley.
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In addition, Infinity des Lumières is also home to
the largest digital facade in The Dubai Mall – a
magnificent art projection with a total display area of
200 sqm and 379 LED screens – where mall-goers
will be captivated with living dynamic art. Powered
by 1 x Modulo Kinetic Designer workstation and 3 x
Modulo Kinetic V-Node servers equipped with 4 x 4K
outputs, the 40 x 5 meters display will feature custom
creations of studios from around the world.
After Cadmos has completed the integration, the AV
system and daily operations with Modulo Kinetic will
be handled by a team of local technicians headed
by Steve Critchley: “I’m already very comfortable with
it, and most of the team are, even junior techs” notes
Critchley. “Modulo Kinetic is a very powerful solution,
and again, very easy to use.”
Modulo Pi
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CHINA

Powersoft Powers $4 Million Audio System for Major
Chinese Stadium
System Integrator EZPro found the built-in DSP modules Powersoft offers
incredibly useful

A bird’s eye view of the stadium, gymnasium and natatorium in Shaanxi Province

FACTFILE
Project Name: Xi’an Olympic Centre Stadium
Project Location: Shaanxi Province, Xi’an, China
Project Segment: Stadium
Project System Integrator: EZPro
Project AV Key Brand: EAW loudspeakers,
Allen&Heath digital mixers, Symetriz digital
processors, Powersoft amplifiers and
ArmoníaPlus

As the largest and most versatile sports venue in
the Shaanxi Province of Northwest China, the Xi’an
Olympic Centre Stadium is due to host the opening
ceremony and track and field competitions for
China’s 14th National Games in September.
With an immense size of 866,667sqm, the newly built
venue boasts three main zones: the stadium, with
60,000 seats; the gymnasium with 18,000, and the
natatorium with 4,000. A venue of this size required a
colossal audio system that could meet the ambitious
needs of the stadium throughout the upcoming
National Games and beyond. The responsibility of
designing a high-quality audio system spanning
across these three zones was given to Powersoft’s
Chinese distributor EZPro.
“The brief we were given was to create a world
class audio system, that was advanced, stable, cost

JULY 2021
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effective and flexible,” commented Yongjun Jiang,
EZPro’s technical manager of the project. “With
the system working as an entertainment, vocal and
emergency audio system, it was vital we used the
best in the business to create the most reliable and
impactful system possible. For us, this meant using
top brands with the best technology on the market,
including Powersoft.”
EZPro chose to rely on a total of 236 Eastern
Acoustic Works’ (EAW) loudspeakers, nine Allen &
Heath digital mixers, four Symetrix digital processors,
powered by 43 Powersoft Quattrocanali 4804 DSP+D
amplifiers and controlled by ArmoníaPlus.
After investigating each venue’s size and acoustic
conditions, and recognising speech comprehension
as the most vital aspect of the audio set up, EZPro
decided that the three venues of the sports centre
were to be given different system layouts.
“Speech comprehension was the most significant
aspect of the audio requirements, with the upcoming
games and competitions held in the venue relying
heavily on commentary,” explained Yongjun Jiang.
“The stadium and natatorium adopt a distributed
layout to ensure coverage to all the seats, while
we opted for a more centralised lay out for the
gymnasium, as it’s a smaller venue. Each EAW
loudspeaker is given its own independent channel,
allowing to simplify control of audio coverage and
reduce interference.”
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EZPro chose to use 136 EAW loudspeakers for the
stadium.
“The catwalk in the stadium has a weight limit for
loudspeaker installations, so we had to take that into
account when creating the system,” said Yongjun.
“We also needed to consider the durability of any
products we put out there, and in particular ensure
that the loudspeakers were weatherproof, lightweight,
precise and with a high output.”
Driving these speakers are 34 of Powersoft’s Dante
enabled Quattrocanali 4804 DSP+D amplifiers.
“With reliability as the most vital requirement,
choosing amplifiers that were up to the immense task
of driving this system was crucial,” said Yongjun.
“Powersoft amplifiers have an incredible reputation,
we knew them to be highly efficient and extremely
reliable, not to mention their immense power output,
which made them the perfect choice for us.”
EZPro wanted to avoid potential failure throughout
the signal path of the audio system, which is where
Powersoft’s Quattrocanali powerful DSP processing
became vital.
“The built in DSP modules Powersoft offer were
incredibly useful, like the advanced EQ,” continued
Yongjun. “And with lengthy cable runs like the ones
we used for this installation; the active damping
control feature was also essential.”
For the diamond shaped gymnasium, sound
reverberation presented another challenge, along
with the need for the space to transform into a
basketball court or an ice hockey rink when needed.
For this area, EZPro opted for a total of 70 x EAW
loudspeakers, a combination of RSX212Ls, RSX18Fs,
RSX129s and VFM129is. Accompanying the
loudspeakers are three Allen & Heath digital mixers
and two Symetrix digital processors.
“The way they are organised provide acute direction
of sound and reduce any diffusion into the bleachers
by the stage, which improves speech comprehension
in the venue,” said Yongjun.

The 60,000 seat stadium
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The immense system is supported by ArmoníaPlus,
Powersoft’s system design software which has been
devised to allow for simplistic control of complicated
installations. The software allowed EZPro to speed
up the initial system commissioning phase, thanks
to its speaker pre-set models, and has continued
to be an essential part of the system control. With
ArmoníaPlus, operators can quickly check if the
amplifiers are online, their signal and temperature
ranges, and they can monitor the speaker
impedance, whenever and wherever required.

The Gymnasium

For these 70 speakers, a single Powersoft
Quattrocanali 4804 DSP+D is able to provide ample
power and high-quality audio.

The Natatorium

Finally, the natatorium features 30 EAW loudspeakers
powered by eight Powersoft Quattrocanali 4804s
DSP+D, along with two Allen & Heath digital mixers
and two Symetrix processors. “The Powersoft
amplifiers play a significant role throughout the entire
venue,” said Yongjun. “Main signals go directly
into the amps with Dante cards before feeding the
loudspeaker systems, which ensures the best signal
quality. The amps are capable of detecting and
switching channels automatically as required, whilst
dealing with all the digital and analogue signals
flawlessly.”
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“The clear and intuitive user interface of ArmoníaPlus
is a crucial asset to the installation for daily system
operation,” said Yongjun. “The offline editing
functions, quick set up and group control functions
are extremely practical for the install.”
ArmoníaPlus allowed EZPro to visually represent
the amplifiers in their locations, thanks to its
customisation features. “The amplifiers located in the
four different rooms are replicated in corresponding
zones in the software, arranged in actual installation
order. It’s completely invaluable for operators and
makes controlling this complex system intuitive,” said
Yongjun.The entire installation spanned just over a
year and was completed in July 2020. “Overall we
were really pleased with how the installation turned
out,” said Yongjun. “Everything went exactly as we
planned, and the delivery and final result have been
commended by the client.”
Zhou Jun, chief technical engineer of the stadium
project commented: “The schedule was pressing,
yet the sound system installation and commission
were finished on time thanks to EZPro’s efforts. Third
party experts were invited to approve the installation,
and they gave high praise and recommendation to
the installation. It lives up to the highest Chinese
standard for fabulous technical performance,
including max SPL, sound field uniformity, and sound
fullness.”
Image Credits: EZPro
EZPro
Powersoft
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The Revolutionary
HEX Converter

Eliminate Programming Issues when you want to replace a display
device that is controlled via a controller.
With the HEX Converter:
- you do not need to worry about access to the control programme codes
- you do not need to hire a programmer and save on costs.
- you can provide the same seamless experience for users.
System Integrators and distributors interested in partnering with Opstron
are requested to get in touch with the company directly via email:
sales@opstron.com or call +65-62686896

More details HERE
10K Asia rep: manoj.chamanlal@10kused.com

www.opstron.com

Looking for a Studio to Stream Virtual Events

theLAB in Singapore is the answer.
theLAB is a 1500 SqFt Livestream-ready Studio Space
available for rental with full audio-visual support & experienced technical crew provided, in order to provide
a seamless experience for you & your guests.
www.tpp.com.sg
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